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On March 30, 1958, Alvin Ailey led a group of young African-American
modern dancers in a now-fabled performance at the 92nd Street Y in
New York City that forever changed the perception of American dance.
Mr. Ailey was a pioneer in establishing a multi-racial repertory company
that presented important works by both dance masters and emerging
choreographers. Regarded as one of the world’s premiere dance
companies, Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater is a recipient of the National
Medal of Arts and is recognized by a U.S. Congressional resolution as a
vital American “Cultural Ambassador to the World.” Having performed in 71
countries on 6 continents for an estimated 25 million people worldwide—as
well as millions more through television broadcasts, film screenings, and
online platforms—Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater continues to inspire
and unite people of all backgrounds around the globe.
Before his untimely death in 1989, Mr. Ailey named Judith Jamison

as his successor, and over the next 21 years, she brought the Company
to unprecedented success. Ms. Jamison, in turn, personally selected
Robert Battle to succeed her in 2011. In announcing his appointment, she
stated, “Combining an intimate knowledge of the Ailey company with an
independent perspective, Robert Battle is without question the creative
force of the future.” Through the remarkable artistry of 32 extraordinary
dancers, Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater continues to celebrate the
African-American cultural experience and to preserve and enrich the
American modern dance tradition. With a repertory of over 200 works by
more than 70 choreographers and a permanent home at The Joan Weill
Center for Dance in New York City—the largest building dedicated to dance
in New York City, the dance capital of the world—the Ailey legacy flourishes,
using the universal language of dance as a medium for honoring the past,
celebrating the present and fearlessly reaching into the future.

Artistic Director Robert Battle’s leadership has wowed audiences and critics alike:
“...So far under Mr. Battle’s direction it has been smooth sailing for the Ailey company...”
—THE NEW YORK TIMES

“...Mr. Battle has made a point to expand the company’s repertory...”—THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
“Be prepared for 2 things: a continued devotion to tradition, but also big, refreshing surprises.”
—CHICAGO TRIBUNE

“Artistic Director Robert Battle has the troupe’s forward momentum well in hand.” —THE WASHINGTON POST
Robert Battle. Photo by Paul Kolnik.
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Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater grew from a now-fabled performance in March 1958 at the
92nd Street Y in New York City. Led by Alvin Ailey and a group of young African-American modern
dancers, that performance changed forever the perception of American dance. The Ailey company
has gone on to perform for an estimated 25 million people at theaters in 48 states and 71 countries
on six continents – and has reached millions more online and through television broadcasts.
In 2008, a U.S. Congressional resolution designated the Company as “a vital American cultural
ambassador to the world” that celebrates the uniqueness of the African-American cultural
experience and the preservation and enrichment of the American modern dance heritage.
When Mr. Ailey began creating dances, he drew upon his "blood memories" of Texas, the blues,
spirituals, and gospel as inspiration, which resulted in the creation of his most popular and critically
acclaimed work, Revelations.
Although he created 79 ballets over his lifetime, Mr. Ailey maintained that his company was not
exclusively a repository for his own work. Today, the Company continues Mr. Ailey's mission by
presenting important works of the past and commissioning new ones. In all, more than 200 works
by over 80 choreographers have been part of the Ailey company’s repertory.
Before his untimely death in 1989, Alvin Ailey named Judith Jamison as his successor, and over the
next 21 years, she brought the Company to unprecedented success. Ms. Jamison, in turn,
personally selected Robert Battle to succeed her in 2011. In announcing his appointment as
Artistic Director, she stated, “Combining an intimate knowledge of the Ailey company with an
independent perspective, Robert Battle is without question the creative force of the future.”
_______________________________________________________________________________
Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater gratefully acknowledges
The Joan & Sandy Weill Global Ambassador Fund,
which provides vital support for Ailey’s national and international tours.
_______________________________________________________________________________

ROBERT BATTLE
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
Robert Battle became artistic director of Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater in July 2011 after
being personally selected by Judith Jamison, making him only the third person to head the
Company since it was founded in 1958. Mr. Battle has a long-standing association with the Ailey
organization. A frequent choreographer and artist-in-residence at Ailey since 1999, he has set
many of his works on Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater and Ailey II, and at The Ailey School.
The Company’s current repertory includes his ballets Ella, The Hunt, In/Side, No Longer Silent, and
Mass – a 2017 Company premiere. In addition to expanding the Ailey repertory with works by
artists as diverse as Kyle Abraham, Aszure Barton, Ronald K. Brown, Christopher Wheeldon,
Rennie Harris, Hofesh Schechter, Jiří Kylián, Wayne McGregor, Robert Moses, Ohad Naharin, and
Paul Taylor, Mr. Battle has also instituted the New Directions Choreography Lab to help develop
the next generation of choreographers. Mr. Battle’s journey to the top of the modern dance
world began in the Liberty City neighborhood of Miami, Florida. He showed artistic talent early and studied dance at a
high school arts magnet program before moving on to Miami’s New World School of the Arts, under the direction of
Daniel Lewis and Gerri Houlihan, and finally to the dance program at The Juilliard School, under the direction of Benjamin
Harkarvy, where he met his mentor, Carolyn Adams. He danced with the Parsons Dance Company from 1994 to 2001,
and also set his choreography on that company starting in 1998. Mr. Battle then founded his own Battleworks Dance
Company, which made its debut in 2002 in Düsseldorf, Germany, as the U.S. representative to the World Dance Alliance’s
Global Assembly. Battleworks subsequently performed extensively at venues including The Joyce Theater, Dance Theater
Workshop, American Dance Festival, and Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival. Mr. Battle was honored as one of the “Masters of
African-American Choreography” by the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in 2005, and he received the prestigious
Statue Award from the Princess Grace Foundation-USA in 2007. In 2014, he received an honorary doctorate from the
University of the Arts. Mr. Battle was named a 2015 Visiting Fellow for The Art of Change, an initiative by the Ford
Foundation. In October 2015, Simon & Schuster published MY STORY, MY DANCE: Robert Battle’s Journey to Alvin Ailey,
an inspiring children’s book based on Mr. Battle’s life. He is a sought-after keynote speaker and has addressed a number
of high-profile organizations, including the United Nations Leaders Programme and the UNICEF Senior Leadership
Development Programme.

MASAZUMI CHAYA
ASSOCIATE ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

Masazumi Chaya was born in Fukuoka, Japan, where he began his classical ballet training.
Upon moving to New York in December 1970, he studied modern dance and performed
with the Richard Englund Repertory Company. Mr. Chaya joined Alvin Ailey American
Dance Theater in 1972 and performed with the Company for 15 years. In 1988, he became
the Company’s Rehearsal Director after serving as Assistant Rehearsal Director for two
years. A master teacher, both on tour with the Company and in his native Japan, he served
as choreographic assistant to Alvin Ailey and John Butler. In 1991, Mr. Chaya was named
Associate Artistic Director of the Company. He continues to provide invaluable creative
assistance in all facets of its operations. In 2002, Mr. Chaya coordinated the Company’s
appearance at the Rockefeller Center Christmas tree-lighting ceremony, broadcast on NBC.
Mr. Chaya has restaged numerous ballets, including Alvin Ailey’s Flowers for the State Ballet of Missouri (1990) and The River
for the Royal Swedish Ballet (1993), Ballet Florida (1995), National Ballet of Prague (1995), Pennsylvania Ballet (1996) and
Colorado Ballet (1998). He has also restaged The Mooche, The Stack-Up, Episodes, Bad Blood, Hidden Rites, and Witness for
the Company. At the beginning of his tenure as Associate Artistic Director, Mr. Chaya restaged Ailey’s For ‘Bird’ - With Love
for a Dance in America program entitled Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater: Steps Ahead. In 2000, he restaged Ailey’s Night
Creature for the Rome Opera House and The River for La Scala Ballet. In 2003, he restaged The River for North Carolina
Dance Theatre and for Julio Bocca’s Ballet Argentina. Most recently, Mr. Chaya restaged Blues Suite, Mary Lou’s Mass, Three
Black Kings, Forgotten Time, Hymn, and Streams for the Company. As a performer, Mr. Chaya appeared on Japanese
television in both dramatic and musical productions. He wishes to recognize the artistic contribution and spirit of his late
friend and fellow artist, Michihiko Oka.

ALVIN AILEY
FOUNDER
Alvin Ailey was born on January 5, 1931, in Rogers, Texas. His experiences of life in the rural South
would later inspire some of his most memorable works. He was introduced to dance in Los Angeles
by performances of the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo and the Katherine Dunham Dance Company,
and his formal dance training began with an introduction to Lester Horton’s classes by his friend
Carmen de Lavallade. Horton, the founder of one of the first racially-integrated dance companies in
the United States, became a mentor for Mr. Ailey as he embarked on his professional career. After
Horton’s death in 1953, Mr. Ailey became director of the Lester Horton Dance Theater and began
to choreograph his own works. In the 1950s and 60s, Mr. Ailey performed in four Broadway shows,
including House of Flowers and Jamaica. In 1958 he founded Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater to
carry out his vision of a company dedicated to enriching the American modern dance heritage and
preserving the uniqueness of the African-American cultural experience. He established the Alvin Ailey American Dance
Center (now The Ailey School) in 1969 and formed the Alvin Ailey Repertory Ensemble (now Ailey II) in 1974. Mr. Ailey was a
pioneer of programs promoting arts in education, particularly those benefiting underserved communities. Throughout his
lifetime he received numerous honors and awards, and in 2014, he posthumously received the Presidential Medal of
Freedom, the country’s highest civilian honor, in recognition of his contributions and commitment to civil rights and dance
in America. When Mr. Ailey died on December 1, 1989, The New York Times said of him, “you didn’t need to have known
[him] personally to have been touched by his humanity, enthusiasm, and exuberance and his courageous stand for multiracial brotherhood.”

JUDITH JAMISON
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR EMERITA
Judith Jamison joined Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater in 1965 and quickly became an
international star. Over the next 15 years, Mr. Ailey created some of his most enduring roles for
her, most notably the tour-de-force solo Cry. During the 1970s and 80s, she appeared as a guest
artist with ballet companies all over the world, starred in the hit Broadway musical Sophisticated
Ladies, and formed her own company, The Jamison Project. She returned to Alvin Ailey American
Dance Theater in 1989 when Mr. Ailey asked her to succeed him as Artistic Director. In the 21 years
that followed, she brought the Company to unprecedented heights – including two historic
engagements in South Africa and a 50-city global tour to celebrate the Company’s 50th
anniversary. Ms. Jamison is the recipient of numerous awards and honors, among them a prime
time Emmy Award, an American Choreography Award, the Kennedy Center Honor, a National
Medal of Arts, a “Bessie” Award, the Phoenix Award, and the Handel Medallion. She was also
listed in “The TIME 100: The World’s Most Influential People” and was the 50th inductee into the Hall of Fame at the
National Museum of Dance. Ms. Jamison was honored for her contributions to dance by First Lady Michelle Obama at the
first White House Dance Series event in 2010 and the White House Black History Month event in 2016.
As a highly regarded choreographer, Ms. Jamison has created many celebrated works, including Divining (1984), Forgotten
Time (1989), Hymn (1993), HERE. . .NOW. (commissioned for the 2002 Cultural Olympiad), Love Stories (with additional
choreography by Robert Battle and Rennie Harris, 2004), and Among Us (Private Spaces: Public Places) (2009). Ms. Jamison’s
autobiography, Dancing Spirit, was edited by Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis and published in 1993. In 2004, under Ms.
Jamison’s artistic directorship, her idea of a permanent home for the Ailey company was realized and named after beloved
chairman Joan Weill. Ms. Jamison continues to dedicate herself to asserting the prominence of the arts in our culture, and
she remains committed to promoting the significance of the Ailey legacy – using dance as a medium for honoring the past,
celebrating the present and fearlessly reaching into the future.

MATTHEW RUSHING
REHEARSAL DIRECTOR & GUEST ARTIST
Matthew Rushing was born in Los Angeles, CA. He began his dance training with Kashmir Blake in
Inglewood, CA and later continued his training at the Los Angeles County High School for the Arts.
He is the recipient of a Spotlight Award and Dance Magazine Award and was named a Presidential
Scholar in the Arts. He was a scholarship student at The Ailey School and later became a member
of Ailey II, where he danced for a year. During his career, Mr. Rushing has performed as a guest
artist for galas in Vail, Colorado, as well as in Austria, Canada, France, Italy, and Russia. He has
performed for Presidents George H. Bush, Bill Clinton, George W. Bush, and Barack Obama, as well
as at the 2010 White House Dance Series. During his time with the Company he has
choreographed three ballets: Acceptance In Surrender (2005), a collaboration with Hope Boykin
and Abdur Rahim-Jackson, and Uptown (2009), a tribute to the Harlem Renaissance, and ODETTA
(2014), a celebration of “The queen of American folk.” In 2012, he created Moan, which was set
on Philadanco and premiered at The Joyce Theater. Mr. Rushing joined the Company in 1992 and
became Rehearsal Director in June 2010.
All Photos by Andrew Eccles. Headshot of Alvin Ailey by Eric N. Hong.

WHO’S WHO IN THE COMPANY
HOPE BOYKIN (Durham, NC) is a three-time recipient of the
American Dance Festival’s Young Tuition
Scholarship.
She
attended
Howard
University and while in Washington, DC she
performed with Lloyd Whitmore’s New
World Dance Company. Ms. Boykin was a
student and intern at The Ailey School. She
was assistant to the late Talley Beatty and an
original member of Complexions. Ms. Boykin
was a member of Philadanco and received a New York Dance and
Performance Award (“Bessie”). For Alvin Ailey American Dance
Theater Ms. Boykin choreographed Acceptance In Surrender
(2005) in collaboration with Abdur-Rahim Jackson and Matthew
Rushing; Go In Grace (2008) with award-winning singing group
Sweet Honey In The Rock for the Company's 50th anniversary
season; and, most recently, r-Evolution, Dream. (2016), inspired
by the legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Ms. Boykin joined the
Company in 2000.

CLIFTON BROWN (Goodyear, Arizona) began his dance training
at Take 5 Dance Academy. He continued
training at various schools and was in the
first class of the Fordham/Ailey BFA
program. Mr. Brown began his professional
career when he joined the Ailey company
in 1999, where he served as choreographic
assistant to Judith Jamison. He has also
danced with Earl Mosley's Diversity of
Dance, Lar Lubovitch Dance Company, and was a founding
member and rehearsal director for Jessica Lang Dance. He was
nominated in the U.K. for a Critics Circle National Dance Award
for best male dancer, received a Black Theater Arts Award, as
well as a "Bessie" award. As a guest artist he's performed with
Miami City Ballet, Rome Opera Ballet, Nevada Ballet and Parsons
Dance Company. He has set the work of Alvin Ailey, Earl Mosley
and Jessica Lang on various companies around the world. He has
made several television appearances including performing as a
guest artist on So You Think You Can Dance and Dancing With
JEROBOAM BOZEMAN (Brooklyn, NY) began his dance training The Stars. He has had the privilege of performing at the White
under Ruth Sistaire at the Ronald Edmonds House, and for President Obama. Mr. Brown rejoined the
Learning Center. He later joined Creative company in 2017.
Outlet, under Jamel Gaines, and was
granted full scholarships at the Joffrey KHALIA CAMPBELL (Bronx, NY) is a graduate of Fiorello H.
Ballet School and Dance Theatre of Harlem
LaGuardia High School of Music & Arts and
School. Mr. Bozeman is a gold-medal
Performing Arts. She began her formal
recipient of the NAACP ACT-SO
dance training at Uptown Dance Academy.
Competition in Dance. He performed in
Ms. Campbell also studied at Dance Theatre
Elton John and Tim Rice’s Broadway musical Aida (international
of Harlem and as a scholarship student at
tour in China) and was a part of Philadanco, Donald Byrd’s
the Ailey School. In 2012, Ms. Campbell was
Spectrum Dance Theater, and Ailey II. Mr. Bozeman joined the
a part of the international tour Aida. She has
Company in 2013.
performed with Kymera Dance, Dance Iquail, and in the 40th
anniversary of The Wiz at Summerstage. She also danced as a
guest artist with Richard Siegal’s Ballet of Difference in Munich,
Germany. In, 2016, she was featured in the Christian Dior
commercial for the fragrance Poison. She was a member of Ailey
II and is thrilled to be joining the Company in 2018.

SARAH DALEY-PERDOMO (South Elgin, IL) began her training at
the Faubourg School of Ballet in Illinois
under the direction of Watmora Casey and
Tatyana Mazur. She graduated from the
Ailey/Fordham BFA Program in Dance in
2009. Ms. Daley has trained at institutions
such as the Kirov Academy, National Ballet
School of Canada, The San Francisco
Conservatory of Dance, and intensives at Ballet Camp Illinois and
Ballet Adriatico in Italy. She is a recipient of a Youth America
Grand Prix Award and an ARTS Foundation Award. She was a
member of Ailey II and joined the Company in 2011.

VERNARD J. GILMORE (Chicago, IL) began dancing at Curie
Performing and Creative Arts High School
in Chicago and later studied at the Joseph
Holmes Chicago Dance Theatre with
Harriet Ross, Marquita Levy, and Emily
Stein. He attended Barat College as a
dance scholarship recipient and received
first place in the all-city NAACP ACT-SO
Competition in Dance in 1993. He studied as a scholarship student
at The Ailey School and was a member of Ailey II. In 2010, he
performed at the White House Dance Series. Mr. Gilmore is an
active choreographer for the Ailey Dancers Resource Fund and
has choreographed for Fire Island Dance Festival 2008 and Jazz
Foundation of America Gala 2010; he also produced the Dance of
Light Project in January 2010. Mr. Gilmore is a certified Zena
Rommett Floor-Barre® instructor. He continues to teach
workshops and master classes around the world. Mr. Gilmore
joined the Company in 1997.

GHRAI DeVORE (Washington, DC) began her formal dance
training at the Chicago Multicultural
Dance Center and was a scholarship
student at The Ailey School. She has
completed summer programs at the Kirov
Academy, Ballet Chicago, Deeply Rooted
Dance Theater, American Ballet Theatre, JACQUELINE GREEN
and Alonzo King’s LINES Ballet. Ms.
DeVore was a member of Deeply Rooted Dance Theater 2,
Hubbard Street 2, Dance Works Chicago, and Ailey II. She is a
recipient of the Danish Queen Ingrid Scholarship of Honor and the
Dizzy Feet Foundation Scholarship, and she was a 2010 nominee
for the first annual Clive Barnes Award. Ms. DeVore joined the
Company in 2010.

(Baltimore, MD) began her dance training
at the Baltimore School for the Arts
under the direction of Norma Pera,
Deborah Robinson, and Anton Wilson.
She is a graduate of the Ailey/Fordham
BFA Program in Dance. She has attended
summer programs at Pennsylvania
Regional Ballet, Chautauqua Institution,
Earl Mosley’s Institute of the Arts, and Jacob’s Pillow. She has
performed works by a variety of choreographers, including Elisa
Monte, Helen Pickett, Francesca Harper, Aszure Barton, Earl
Mosley, and Michael Vernon. She is the recipient of a 2014 Dance
Fellowship from the Princess Grace Foundation-USA and a 2015
Clive Barnes Award nominee. She is also the recipient of the 2009
Martha Hill Fund’s Young Professional Award and the 2010 Dizzy
Feet Foundation Scholarship. Ms. Green was a member of Ailey
II and joined the Company in 2011.

SOLOMON DUMAS (Chicago, IL) was introduced to dance
through AileyCamp. He later began his
formal training at The Chicago Academy
for the Arts and the Russell Talbert Dance
Studio, where he received his most
influential training. Mr. Dumas studied at
New World School of the Arts and was a
fellowship Level 1 student at The Ailey
School. He has performed with
companies including Garth Fagan Dance, Ronald K. Brown/
Evidence, and Labyrinth Dance Theater and was a member of DANIEL HARDER (Bowie, MD) began dancing at Suitland High
School’s Center for the Visual and
Ailey II. Mr. Dumas joined the Company in 2016.
Performing Arts in Maryland. He
SAMANTHA FIGGINS (Washington, DC) began dancing at Duke
graduated from the Ailey/Fordham BFA
Ellington School of the Arts under the
Program in Dance, where he was awarded
tutelage of Charles Auggins and Sandra
the Jerome Robbins/Layton Foundation
Fortune-Greene and attended summer
Scholarship. He participated in the
intensives at Dance Theatre of Harlem
Holland Dance Festival with The Ailey
under the direction of Arthur Mitchell. She
School and as a member of the Francesca
continued her education at SUNY Purchase Harper Project. After dancing in the European tour of West Side
Conservatory of Dance. There, she Story, Mr. Harder became a member of Ailey II. He joined the
performed works by George Balanchine, Bill T. Jones, Paul Taylor, Company in 2010.
and Twyla Tharpe. Upon graduating cum laude, Ms. Figgins
became a member of Complexions Contemporary Ballet,
performing works by Dwight Rhoden, Jae Man Joo, and Camille
A. Brown. She also performed at the 2014 DanceOpen Festival in
St. Petersburg, Russia. Ms. Figgins was featured both on the
cover of Dance Spirit magazine and in Pointe magazine's “10
Careers to Watch” in 2013. She has worked with Beyoncé and
can be seen in the film Enemy Within alongside Tiler Peck and
Matthew Rushing. Ms. Figgins joined the Company in 2014.

JACQUELIN HARRIS (Charlotte, NC) began her dance training at
Dance Productions Studios under the
direction of Lori Long. In 2010, as a finalist
for
National
Foundation
for
the
Advancement of the Arts, she received a
silver ARTS award and was a semifinalist for
the Presidential Scholar in the Arts. She
attended summer programs at Jacob’s
Pillow and Joffrey Ballet School and has
performed works by Kate Skarpetowska, Daniel Catanach, Troy
Powell, and Erika Pujic. She graduated with honors from the
Ailey/Fordham BFA Program in Dance. Most recently, she
received the 2017 Princess Grace award for her dedication to her
dance fellowship. She was a member of Ailey II, and joined the
Company in 2014.

MICHAEL FRANCIS McBRIDE (Johnson City, NY) began his
training at the Danek School of Performing
Arts and later trained at Amber Perkins School
of the Arts in Norwich, NY. Mr. McBride
attended Earl Mosley’s Institute of the Arts for
two consecutive summers and was also
assistant to Mr. Mosley when he set the piece
Saddle UP! on the Company in 2007. In
January 2012, Mr. McBride performed and taught as a Guest
Artist with the JUNTOS Collective in Guatemala. Mr. McBride
graduated magna cum laude from the Ailey/Fordham BFA
Program in Dance in 2010 after he joined the Company in 2009.
RACHAEL McLAREN (Manitoba, Canada) began her formal dance
training at the Royal Winnipeg Ballet School.
After graduating high school, she joined the
Toronto cast of Mamma Mia! Ms. McLaren
moved to New York City to study at The Ailey
School as a scholarship student and later
joined Ailey II. She has performed works by
Karole Armitage, Dwight Rhoden, Francesca
Harper, and Nilas Martins. Ms. McLaren
joined the Company in 2008.

MICHAEL JACKSON, JR. (New Orleans, LA) began his dance
training at age 14 at the Duke Ellington
School of the Arts in Washington, DC under
the direction of Charles Augins. He became
a member of Dance Theatre of Harlem
Dancing through Barriers Ensemble in 2005.
In 2006, he joined Dallas Black Dance
Theatre and in 2008 joined Philadanco,
where he also worked as Artistic Director of CHALVAR MONTEIRO (Montclair, NJ) began his formal dance
training at Sharron Miller's Academy
D3. Mr. Jackson joined the Company in 2011 and rejoined
for the Performing Arts and went on to
in 2015.
study at The Ailey School. He received
his BFA in dance from SUNY Purchase,
MEGAN JAKEL (Waterford, MI) trained in ballet and jazz in her
where he performed works by Merce
hometown. As a senior in high school, she
Cunningham, Helen Pickett, Doug
spent a year dancing with the City Ballet of
Varone, Paul Taylor, Kevin Wynn, and
San Diego. In 2005, Ms. Jakel was an
Dianne
McIntyre.
Since
graduating,
Mr. Monteiro has worked
apprentice and rehearsal director for the
with
Sidra
Bell
Dance
New
York,
Elisa
Monte Dance, Keigwin +
Francesca Harper Project. She graduated with
Company,
and,
most
recently,
Abraham.In.Motion.
He has
honors in May 2007 from the Ailey/Fordham
BFA Program in Dance. Ms. Jakel has assisted Kyle Abraham in setting and creating work for Barnard
performed works by choreographers David College, Princeton University, Emory University, Tisch School of
Parsons, Debbie Allen, Thaddeus Davis, Hans van Manen, and the Arts at NYU, Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater, and Wendy
Dwight Rhoden. She was a member of Ailey II and joined the Whelan's Restless Creature. Mr. Monteiro was a member of Ailey
II and joined the Company in 2015.
Company in 2009.
YANNICK LEBRUN (Cayenne, French Guiana) began training in
his native country at the Adaclam School
under the guidance of Jeanine Verin. After
graduating high school in 2004, he moved to
New York City to study at The Ailey School
as a scholarship student. Mr. Lebrun has
performed works by choreographers Troy
Powell, Debbie Allen, Scott Rink, Thaddeus
Davis, Nilas Martins, and Dwight Rhoden
and danced with the Francesca Harper Project, and Modo Fusion.
He was named one of Dance Magazine’s “25 to Watch” in 2011,
and in 2013, France-Amérique magazine highlighted him as one
of the 50 most talented French in the United States. Mr. Lebrun
was a member of Ailey II and joined the Company in 2008.

AKUA NONI PARKER (Kinston, NC) began dancing at the age of
three. She later moved to Wilmington, DE
and continued her training at the Academy
of the Dance until she graduated high
school. In 1999, she joined Dance Theater of
Harlem where she danced leading roles in
Giselle, Agon, and The Four Temperaments.
In 2005, she joined Cincinnati Ballet where
she danced soloist roles in Swan Lake and
Lambarena. In 2006, Ms. Parker joined Ballet San Jose where she
was the first African-American woman to dance the Sugar Plum
Fairy in The Nutcracker. She teaches master classes throughout
the country, has coached young dancers for YAGP, and worked
on the film Enemy Within as a wardrobe consultant and rehearsal
director. Since joining the Company, she has had the pleasure of
performing at the Gala of International Dance Stars. She joined
the Company in 2008.

DANICA PAULOS (Huntington Beach, CA) began her dance
training at Orange County Dance Center in
southern California and also studied in Los
Angeles with Yuri Grigoriev. She graduated
from the Professional Performing Arts
School in New York and trained at The Ailey
School as a scholarship student. Ms. Paulos
attended summer intensives at Kirov
Academy of Ballet, The Juilliard School,
Complexions Contemporary Ballet, and Jacob’s Pillow. She has
performed works by Robert Battle, Judith Jamison, Matthew
Rushing, Hope Boykin, Erika Pujic, Christian von Howard, and
Kate Skarpetowska. Ms. Paulos received a Level 1 award as a
YoungArts finalist by the National Foundation for Advancement
in the Arts. In 2015, she was featured on the cover of Dance
Magazine as one of “25 to Watch.” Ms. Paulos was a member of
Ailey II and joined the Company in 2014.

SAMUEL LEE ROBERTS (Quakertown, PA) began his dance
training under the direction of Kathleen
Johnston and attended The Juilliard
School. He performed in the first
international show of Radio City
Christmas Spectacular in Mexico City and
danced with the New York cast from
1999-2004. Mr. Roberts performed
during the award ceremony at the 2002 Salt Lake City Winter
Olympics, worked with Corbin Dances and Keigwin + Company,
and was a founding member of Battleworks Dance Company. In
May 2006, Mr. Roberts was named Dance Magazine’s “On the
Rise” Dancer. He performed several roles in Julie Taymor’s film
Across the Universe and the original opera Grendel. Mr. Roberts
joined the Company in 2009.

BELÉN PEREYRA-ALEM (Lawrence, MA) began her formal dance
training at the Boston Arts Academy, where
she graduated as valedictorian. She was also
a member of Origination Cultural Arts Center
in Boston. Upon moving to New York City, Ms.
Pereyra-Alem was closely mentored by Earl
Mosley and danced with Camille A. Brown &
Dancers for three years, during which time
she performed at The Joyce Theater, Jacob’s
Pillow Dance Festival, and Dancers Responding to AIDS' annual
events, Dance from the Heart and The Fire Island Dance Festival.
She was an apprentice for Ronald K. Brown/Evidence,A Dance
Company, and has performed with Lula Washington Dance
Theater, Nathan Trice, and Roger C. Jeffrey. She assisted Matthew
Rushing with his ballet Uptown for the Ailey company in 2009. Ms.
Pereyra-Alem joined the Company in 2011.

KANJI SEGAWA (Kanagawa, Japan) began his modern dance
training with his mother, Erika Akoh, and
studied ballet with Kan Horiuchi and Ju
Horiuchi at Unique Ballet Theatre in Tokyo.
In 1997, he came to the United States under
the Japanese Government Artist Fellowship
to train at The Ailey School. Mr. Segawa was
a member of Ailey II from 2000-02 and
Robert Battle’s Battleworks Dance Company
from 2002-10. He worked extensively with choreographer Mark
Morris from 2004-11, repeatedly appearing in Mr. Morris’
various productions, including as a principal dancer in John
Adams’ Nixon in China at The Metropolitan Opera. He has also
worked with Aszure Barton’s Aszure and Artists, Jessica Lang
Dance, Earl Mosley, Jennifer Muller/The Works, and Igal Perry.
Mr. Segawa joined the Company in 2011.

JAMAR ROBERTS (Miami, FL) graduated from the New World
School of the Arts. He trained at the Dance
Empire of Miami, where he continues to
teach, and as a fellowship student at The Ailey
School. Mr. Roberts was a member of Ailey II
and Complexions Contemporary Ballet. Dance
Magazine featured him as a “25 to Watch” in
2007 and on the cover in 2013. He has
performed at The White House in 2010, and as a guest star on So
You Think You Can Dance, Dancing with the Stars, and The Ellen
Degeneres Show. In 2015 he made his Ailey II choreographic debut
with his work Gêmeos, set to the music of Afrobeat star Fela Kuti.
He is currently choreographing his first work for Alvin Ailey
American Dance Theater, Members Don’t Get Weary, to premiere
during the 2017 New York City Center season. In 2016, Mr. Roberts
won Outstanding Performer at the prestigious New York Dance
and Performance “Bessie” Awards and was a guest star with
London’s Royal Ballet. He first joined the Company in 2002.

GLENN ALLEN SIMS (Long Branch, NJ) began his classical dance
training at the Academy of Dance Arts in Red
Bank, NJ. He attended The Juilliard School
under the artistic guidance of Benjamin
Harkarvy. In 2004, he was the youngest
person to be inducted into the Long Branch
High School's Distinguished Alumni Hall of
Fame. He has been seen in several network
television programs including BET Honors,
Dancing with the Stars, and The Today Show. In 2010, Mr. Sims
taught as a master teacher in Ravenna, Italy for “Dance Up
Ravenna,” sponsored by the International Dance Association, and
performed in the White House Dance Series. He has performed for
the King of Morocco and is a certified Zena Rommett Floor-Barre®
instructor. Mr. Sims was featured on the cover of and wrote a
featured guest blog for Dance Magazine. Recently, he became a
certified Pilates Mat trainer. He joined the Company in 1997.

LINDA CELESTE SIMS (Bronx, NY) began her dance training at
Ballet Hispanico School of Dance and is a
graduate of LaGuardia High School of the
Performing Arts. In addition to a National
Foundation for Advancement in the Arts
award, Mrs. Sims won Outstanding
Performance at the prestigious New York
Dance and Performance Awards (“The
Bessies”) in 2015, and is the 2017 recipient
of a Dance Magazine Award. Featured on the cover of Dance
Magazine, and in annual “Best of” lists, she has performed as a
guest star on So You Think You Can Dance, Dancing with the Stars,
and The Today Show. Mrs. Sims has also made guest appearances
at the White House Dance Series, Youth America Grand Prix, Vail
International Dance Festival, and galas in Budapest and Vienna.
She teaches classes around the world and is a certified FloorBarre instructor. Mrs. Sims joined the Company in 1996.

JERMAINE TERRY (Washington, DC) began his dance training in
Kissimmee at James Dance Center. He
graduated cum laude with a BFA in Dance
Performance from the University of South
Florida, where he received scholarships for
excellence in performance and choreography.
Mr. Terry was a scholarship student at The
Ailey School and a member of Ailey II, and he
has performed with Buglisi Dance Theatre,
Arch Dance, Dance Iquail, and Philadanco. In 2013, he received
the Distinguished Alumnus Award from USF for outstanding
service to the arts. Mr. Terry joined the Company in 2010.
FANA TESFAGIORGIS (Madison, WI) is a graduate of the
Ailey/Fordham BFA Program in Dance, with
a minor in journalism. She began training at
Ballet Madison, under the direction of
Charmaine Ristow, and Interlochen Arts
Academy High School. Ms. Tesfagiorgis also
trained at summer and winter intensives at
Earl Mosley’s Institute of the Arts, Alonzo
King LINES Ballet, and Lar Lubovitch Dance
Company. Professionally, she has danced with Ailey II, Brian
Harlan Brooks' Continuum, Alenka Cizmesja's Art DeConstructed,
Dance Iquail, Freddie Moore's Footprints, and Samuel Pott's
Nimbus Dance Works. Ms. Tesfagiorgis has been a rehearsal
assistant for Hope Boykin, Earl Mosley, Pedro Ruiz, Matthew
Rushing, and Sylvia Waters. Ms. Tesfagiorgis joined the Company
in 2013.

COURTNEY CELESTE SPEARS (Baltimore, MD) of Bahamian
descent, began formal training at the
Baltimore School for the Arts under the
direction of Norma Pera. She is a graduate
of the Ailey/Fordham BFA Program, where
she graduated summa cum laude with
degrees in Dance and Communications.
Ms. Spears has attended summer
intensives at The Juilliard School, Cedar Lake, and American
Ballet Theatre, where she was named the National Training
Scholar for two consecutive years. She has performed works by
Ray Mercer, Jae Man Joo, Marcus Willis, Bridget Moore, and
Dwight Rhoden. She was recognized on the cover of Howard CHRISTOPHER R. WILSON (Augusta, GA) is a graduate of John S.
Davidson Fine Arts Magnet School
Magazine as a “Rising Young Star” and received The Denise
and most recently graduated cum
Jefferson Memorial Scholarship. Ms. Spears is a 2015 Princess
laude from the Ailey/Fordham BFA
Grace Award Recipient and is the Founder and Director of ArtSea
Program in Dance. He has studied at
Dance, an outreach program and dance management company
Colton Ballet School, Alonzo King
based in the Bahamas. She was a member of Ailey II and joined
LINES Ballet, and The School at
the Company in 2018.
Jacob’s Pillow. He began his
CONSTANCE STAMATIOU (Charlotte, NC) began her dance professional career with BHdos, the second company of Ballet
training at Pat Hall’s Dance Unlimited and Hispanico and has performed at The World Monument Fund's
North Carolina Dance Theatre. She Hadrian Gala honoring Queen Sofía of Spain as well as the 2017
graduated from NorthWest School of the Essence Festival in New Orleans. He has performed works by
Arts and studied at SUNY Purchase before choreographers Matthew Rushing, Kyle Abraham, Emily Molnar,
becoming a fellowship student at The Annabelle Lopez Ochoa, and Eduardo Vilaro, to name a few. He
Ailey School. In 2009, Ms. Stamatiou has performed as a guest artist with The Black Iris Project and
received the Leonore Annenberg was a member of Ailey II. Mr. Wilson joined the Company in
Fellowship in the performing and visual 2018.
arts. She performed at the White House Dance Series and has
been a guest performer on So You Think You Can Dance, Dancing
with the Stars and The Today Show. She has also danced in the
films Shake Rattle & Roll and in Dan Pritzker's Bolden. Ms.
Stamatiou was a member of Ailey ll and a guest artist for Dance
Grand Moultrie and Caroline Calouche & Co. She is a certified
Gyrotonic and Gyrokinesis instructor and mother of two. Ms.
Stamatiou first performed with the Company in 2007 and
rejoined in 2016.

The Ailey dancers are supported, in part, by
The Judith McDonough Kaminski Dancer Endowment Fund.

Ailey II

In addition to presenting dance on the concert stage, and in accordance
with Mr. Ailey’s dictum “dance is for everybody,” Alvin Ailey Dance
Foundation offers many programs that further his long-standing
commitment to building an extended cultural community.

Ailey II is universally renowned for merging
the spirit and energy of the country’s best
young dance talent with the passion and
creative vision of today’s most outstanding
emerging choreographers. Under the artistic
direction of Troy Powell, the Ailey II name has
come to epitomize stunning modern dance
and distinguished style.

The Ailey School

Ailey Extension

Each year, more than 3,500 students of
all ages from NYC, across the country and
around the globe benefit from world-class
training in a full range of techniques at The
Ailey School, directed by Tracy Inman and
Melanie Person.

Arts In Education
and Community Programs
The Ailey Organization is committed to
bringing dance into classrooms, communities
and lives of people throughout the world.
Each year, more than 100,000 people from
diverse backgrounds enjoy the opportunity to
explore their creative potential and build their
self-esteem while fostering an appreciation
for the art of dance.

The Ailey/Fordham BFA
in Dance Program
The BFA in Dance offers the best of two
worlds: the artistic pre-eminence of The Ailey
School combined with Fordham University’s
exceptional liberal arts education that stresses
intellectual development and personal growth.

Ailey offers “real classes for real people” at
all levels in a welcoming, non-competitive
environment. Up to 100 dynamic classes are
offered each week, taught by expert teachers
in West African, Salsa, Hip-Hop, Ballet, Horton
(the modern dance technique featured in Mr.
Ailey’s classic, Revelations) and more.

AileyCamp

Ailey’s Home

The unique summer day camp serves under
served youth ages 11 to 14. The program
provides a safe environment where they
can explore their creativity and strengthen
their respect for themselves and others
within a supportive framework that gives
them an important foundation for the future.
AileyCamps are currently operating in ten
cities around the country, including NYC.

In 2004, Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater
moved into its permanent home, The Joan Weill
Center for Dance, on 55th Street and 9th Avenue
in Manhattan. The striking glass-enclosed
building is the largest building dedicated to
dance in New York City, the dance capital of the
world. Ailey is expanding with the opening of The
Elaine Wynn & Family Education Wing, adding
three floors to the west side of Ailey’s building,
including four dance studios to the existing 12,
two flexible classrooms, and much more.

Left to right: Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater’s Michael Jackson, Jr. Photo by Andrew Eccles; Ailey II in Ray Mercer’s Something Tangible. Photo by Eduardo Patino, NYC; First Steps. Photo by Rosalie O’Connor; Students from The Ailey/Fordham BFA Program
in Natalie Lomonte’s Common Heart. Photo by Christopher Duggan; Horton class at The Ailey Extension. Photo by Arthur Coopchik; Former Ailey star Renee Robinson and AileyCamp 2010. Photo by Julieta Cervantes. Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater’s Joan
Weill Center for Dance Photo @archphoto. Ailey Star Renee Robinson and Ailey Master Teacher Nasha Thomas leading the Ailey Arts In Education and the Segerstrom Centers Revelations Celebration in Costa Mesa, CA. Photo by Joesan Diche; Rendering by Iu + Bibliowicz.

Ailey Milestones
1958 – Alvin Ailey, who believed passionately that “dance belongs to everyone,” and a group
of young black dancers perform for the first time as members of the Alvin Ailey American
Dance Theater at New York’s 92nd Street Y.
1960 – Alvin Ailey choreographs his classic masterpiece Revelations, which brings
international acclaim. During the organization’s first 10 years, Ailey created 20 new ballets;
during his lifetime, he choreographed 79 ballets.
1962 – AAADT is chosen to go on an extensive tour to the Far East, Southeast Asia and
Australia as part of President John F. Kennedy’s progressive “President’s Special International
Program for Cultural Presentations.”
1965 – Judith Jamison joins Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater and becomes recognized
internationally as a performer and as an exceptional choreographer.
1967 – AAADT embarks on a 3-month, 10-country African Tour for the State Department.
1968 – AAADT performs for President Johnson at the White House
1969 – Alvin Ailey founds The Ailey School.
1970 – AAADT’s second State Department-sponsored tour of North Africa and Europe. AAADT also tours the USSR – the first
visit by an American modern dance company since the days of Isadora Duncan. The Washington Post reports that the
Company was kept onstage for 20 minutes of curtain calls after a sold-out opening night in Moscow.
1971 – Alvin Ailey choreographs Cry for Judith Jamison as a birthday present to his mother. Cry becomes an instant hit,
bringing even greater popularity to Mr. Ailey as a choreographer and Ms. Jamison as a dancer.
1972 – Judith Jamison receives the distinguished Dance Magazine award.
1974 – Ailey II is founded to develop young artists and new dance audiences.
CBS airs “Ailey Celebrates Ellington,” Alvin Ailey’s dance tribute to the American jazz legend.
1975 – Alvin Ailey receives the Dance Magazine Award.
1976 – The NAACP awards Alvin Ailey the prestigious Springarn Medal.
1977 – AAADT performs at the inaugural gala for President Jimmy Carter at the White House
1982 – Alvin Ailey receives the United Nations Peace Medal.
1983 – AAADT celebrates its 25th anniversary with an anniversary benefit The New York Times calls “the biggest celebration of
all” and further proclaims that “The Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater is not just a company, it is a school of thought.”
Kansas City Friends of Alvin Ailey is founded and subsequently launches the Company’s national AileyCamp program.
1985 – AAADT is the first modern dance company to go on a US government-sponsored tour of the People’s Republic of China
since the normalization of Sino-American relations.
1987 – Alvin Ailey receives the Samuel H. Scripps American Dance Festival Award, modern dance’s greatest honor.

1988 – 30th Anniversary Gala with Bill Cosby is recorded as a special tribute to Mr. Ailey entitled “Cosby Salutes Ailey,” which
later airs on NBC.
Alvin Ailey receives The Kennedy Center Honors for Lifetime Contributions to American Culture through the Performing Arts
and New York’s City’s highest cultural honor – the Handel Medallion.
1989 – Upon Alvin Ailey’s death and at his request, Judith Jamison is named Artistic Director. Under
her leadership, the company flourishes, building an unparalleled reputation for performance,
education, and innovation.
1991 – AileyCamp established in New York City. This program is successfully replicated in cities
nationwide and continues to inspire thousands of inner-city youth.
1993 – AAADT celebrates its 35th Anniversary with a gala that includes Maya Angelou, Jessye
Norman, Anna Deavere Smith, Maya Angelou, Denzel Washington, Al Jarreau and Dionne Warwick.
1994 – AAADT performs at the televised inaugural gala for President Bill Clinton, seen by 80 million viewers, and was
featured on The Phil Donahue Show, reaching 18 million viewers.
New York City’s West 61st Street (where the company is renting studio and office space) is renamed Alvin Ailey Place.
Judith Jamison’s autobiography, Dancing Spirit, edited by Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis, is published by Doubleday.
Historic Annie Liebovitz photo shoot produces poster image that becomes a classic.
Ailey in the Park attracts 30,000 spectators, who congregate in New York City’s Central Park to see the live performance.
1995 – Judith Jamison and the Company are featured in a very successful American Express ad campaign. Advertising Age calls
it “the campaign of the decade.”
1996 – Jennifer Dunning’s loving, biographic tribute, Alvin Ailey: A Life in Dance, is published by Addison Wesley.
1997 – Historic AAADT residency in South Africa, signaling the end to a long cultural boycott of the old apartheid regime by the
world performing arts community.
1998 – AAADT celebrates its 40th Anniversary. A two-CD box set, containing the music of Revelations and other Ailey favorites,
is released through V2 Records.
The Ailey organization pioneers its new B.F.A. program – a joint venture between the Ailey and
Fordham University, which offers students a unique opportunity to receive both superb dance training
and a superior liberal arts education.
Judith Jamison is the youngest person ever to receive the Dance/USA Award during the Spoleto Festival
USA – as well as the New York State Governor’s Arts Award.
1999 – Judith Jamison receives The Kennedy Center Honors for Lifetime Contributions to American
Culture through the Performing Arts.
Orlando Bagwell’s documentary “A Hymn for Alvin Ailey” is broadcast nationally on PBS’ Great Performances, inspired by
Judith Jamison’s work Hymn, her powerful tribute to Alvin Ailey, in collaboration with Tony nominee Anna Deavere Smith.
Judith Jamison wins a Prime Time Emmy Award in the category of Outstanding Choreography.
2000 – Alvin Ailey Dance Foundation launches A Soaring Spirit: The Campaign for Ailey to catapult the organization to new
levels of achievement and to ensure its future.

2001 – Ailey purchases a building site at 55th Street and 9th Avenue for the organization's first permanent home.
2002 – President George W. Bush awards the 2001 National Medal of Arts to both Judith Jamison and the Alvin Ailey Dance
Foundation. The Foundation is the first dance organization in history to be given this prestigious award and it is the first time
ever than an arts organization and its artistic director have been recognized independently for this honor.
Judith Jamison carries the Olympic torch in Salt Lake City, UT prior to the opening of the 2002 Winter Olympics. AAADT
performs Jamison’s HERE…NOW, commissioned for the Olympic Arts Festival.
2003 – Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater celebrates its 45th Anniversary. Alvin Ailey Dance Moves!, an innovative approach
to exercise and fitness, is published by Stewart, Tabori & Chang, followed by Ailey Spirit: The Journey of an American Dance
Company, which is filled with stunning photographs from the world’s finest dance photographers.
As part of its annual ranking of the 100 Best Charities in the country, Worth magazine recognizes Alvin Ailey Dance Foundation
as one of the top arts organizations in the US.
AAADT performs at the White House State Dinner honoring President Mwai Kibaki of Kenya.
2004 – The United States Postal Service issues a first class postage stamp honoring Alvin Ailey as part of the American
Choreographers stamp series, which commemorates four visionary 20th century choreographers who left a profound mark on
the language of dance.
2005 – The Ailey organization celebrates the official opening and public dedication of its new
home, The Joan Weill Center for Dance, the largest building dedicated to dance in New York City,
the world’s dance center.
AAADT returns to Russia, becoming the only American company to perform in the Stars of the
White Nights Festival and the first modern dance company presented at the legendary Mariinsky
Theatre in St. Petersburg.
Launch of The Ailey Extension, a new program for the general public that offers “real classes for
real people” with a variety of techniques taught morning, noon and night.
2006 – The Library of Congress announces the donation of the Ailey archives to “the nation’s library,” which will preserve the
materials, digitize them and make them more widely available to future generations. According to Librarian of Congress James
H. Billington, it is “…a major achievement for the Library.”
PBS Dance in America’s Beyond the Steps: Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater, which chronicles the 2005 tour to Russia, the
Ailey organization’s move into its new home and the creation of the acclaimed ballet Love Stories, premieres.
2007 – Judith Jamison is awarded a 2007 Bessie award for her lifetime commitment to the preservation and development of
dance and the arts. To add to the celebration, company member Clifton Brown is also presented with a Performance Bessie
Award.
AAADT Associate Artistic Director Masazumi Chaya celebrates his 35th Anniversary with the Company.
Ailey II premieres at The Ailey Citigroup Theater. The two-week, sold out engagement marked the company’s first New York
season in its own home.
AileyCamp grows to 9 sites nationwide with the inaugural sessions of AileyCamp Staten Island, the second camp in New York
City, and a two-week pilot program in Atlanta, GA.
AAADT is featured on The Oprah Winfrey Show and the season opening of The Ellen DeGeneres Show.
2008 – The Ailey organization launches its 50th anniversary celebration with 18 months of special performances, projects and
events, including:

The Library of Congress in Washington, D.C. opens the exhibit Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater: 50 Years as Cultural
Ambassador to the World.
AAADT is the first concert dance company to perform on ABC’s Dancing With the Stars and FOX’s So You Think You Can
Dance.
The Ailey organization creates special commemorative merchandise in celebration of the 50 th anniversary including a Barbie®
Doll, Hallmark greeting cards, a Movado Museum Timepiece, and a photographic art book—Ailey Ascending: A Portrait in
Motion by renowned photographer Andrew Eccles.
Ailey holds free summer performances in all five boroughs of New York City, including a street party on 55th street in front of
New York City Center. An estimated 40,000 people attend one of these events.
AAADT launches its five-week 50th Anniversary Season at New York City Center with a Golden Anniversary Gala with Honorary
Chair Oprah Winfrey. The season includes special live performances with Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra and Sweet Honey in
the Rock.
The US Congress passes a resolution naming Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater a vital American “Cultural Ambassador to the
World.”
Ailey II Artistic Director Sylvia Waters celebrates her 40th anniversary with the Ailey organization and receives a 2008 Dance
Magazine Award.
2009 – AAADT members perform at a special performance in honor of Martin Luther King Jr. Day on the eve of President
Barack Obama’s first inauguration.
AAADT kicks off its 50th Anniversary U.S. Tour to 26 cities in Washington, D.C. where President Obama and the First Family
attend a performance at the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts.
Judith Jamison is named a 2009 TIME 100 Honoree from Time Magazine’s annual special issue highlighting the most influential
people in the world.
2010 – Judith Jamison and Alvin Ailey Dance Foundation appoint Robert Battle as Artistic Director
Designate.
Tracy Inman and Melanie Person become co-directors of The Ailey School, succeeding the late Denise
Jefferson, who led the School for about 25 years.
The Ailey Extension celebrates its 5th birthday -- serving over 35,000 individuals who have
participated in weekly dance and fitness classes since the program’s inception.
Ailey at SummerStage attracts 3,800 spectators, who congregate in New York City’s Central Park to
see live performances by the Company, including Revelations.
Judith Jamison is the 2010 recipient of The Montblanc de la Culture Arts Patronage Award, which honors outstanding art
patrons whose personal commitment and achievements deserve wider recognition, and the 2010 recipient of the
Congressional Black Caucus’ prestigious Phoenix Award.
First Lady Michelle Obama honors Ms. Jamison at The White House Dance Series: A Tribute to Judith Jamison, celebrating her
career as an American dancer, choreographer and Artistic Director of the Company for the past 20 years.
Mayor Michael Bloomberg presents Judith Jamison with highest honor awarded by the City of New York – the Handel
Medallion for distinguished achievement in the arts.

2011– During Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater’s 2011 International Tour
Judith Jamison passes the mantle of Artistic Director to Robert Battle on July
1, 2011. He becomes only the third person in the Company’s history to hold
that position.
Robert Battle initiates a major new program: the New Directions
Choreography Lab, designed to serve the entire field of dance. Assisting choreographers in developing their work, the program
will grant resident fellowships to four emerging and mid‐career artists each year, offering a stipend, the use of gifted dancers
from The Ailey School, creative mentorships and rehearsal time at The Joan Weill Center for Dance.
AileyCamp Newark launches to provide at-risk youth ages 11-14 with activities that build self-esteem, encourage creative
expression, and impart life skills such as goal-setting, self-discipline, and teamwork. AileyCamps operate in ten sites, and
engage nearly 1,000 young people across the country: Atlanta, GA; Berkeley/Oakland, CA; Boston, MA; Bridgeport, CT; Chicago,
IL; Kansas City, KS; Kansas City, MO; Miami, FL; Newark, NJ; New York City.
10-year agreement announced with New York City Center designating Ailey as the venue’s Principal Dance Company and
providing financial support for the creation of one new dance work for the Company’s performances at the landmark theater
during each of the next ten seasons.
Robert Battle’s first season receives critical and audience acclaim: Featuring a rich array of premieres and new productions
that extend the company’s legacy in exciting new directions, including landmark works like Paul Taylor’s Arden Court, Rennie
Harris’s Home, Ohad Naharin’s Minus 16.
The U.S. Senate passes a resolution recognizing the artistic and cultural contributions of AAADT and the 50th Anniversary of
the first performance of Alvin Ailey’s masterwork, Revelations.
2012 – After 38 years, Sylvia Waters steps down and her personally-selected successor, Troy Powell takes the reigns of Ailey II
as Artistic Director on June 30th. Mr. Powell began his dance training at the age of nine as a scholarship student at The Ailey
School, later dancing with Ailey II and then Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater, before rejoining Ailey II first as a resident
choreographer, then as Associate Artistic Director.
Launch of the Ailey Legacy Residency -- a new lecture, technique and repertory program for college-level students looks
definitively into the history and creative heritage of Alvin Ailey -- led by Sylvia Waters.
Ailey board appoints Bennett Rink as the new Executive Director of Alvin Ailey Dance Foundation, succeeding Sharon Gersten
Luckman, who planned to step down in January 2013 after over two decades with the organization.
Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater’s international appearances include four-week sold-out engagement in Paris, France, as
well as visits to Denmark, Israel, Spain and Switzerland.
2013 – An historic engagement at Lincoln Center, for the first time in 13 years, launches 2013-14 season led by Robert Battle,
which also includes visits to Brazil and Argentina and a record-breaking five-week engagement at New York City Center. Ailey
II’s first New York season led by Artistic Director Troy Powell also breaks box office records.
2014– Another record-breaking New York City Center Season: for the second consecutive year, Alvin Ailey American Dance
Theater broke New York City Center season box office records—nearly 70,000 audience members attend a total of 39
performances during the five-week engagement from December 4, 2013 to January 5, 2014.
In the second season under the artistic direction of Troy Powell, Ailey II celebrated its 40th anniversary. The company performs
for approximately 40,000 people in 33 cities worldwide, including five cities across France, Germany, Poland and Luxembourg,
and 28 cities in the United States and Canada.
Launch of AileyCamp Baltimore – a new AileyCamp site opens in Baltimore, Maryland, welcoming children between the ages
of 11 and 14 for a pilot session, as one of the nine camps in operation nationwide in 2014.

Robert Battle visits the White House to accept from President Obama the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the country’s
highest civilian honor posthumously awarded to Alvin Ailey in recognition of his contributions to civil rights and dance in
America.
2015–Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater makes an historic return to South Africa after nearly 20 years, performing in
Johannesburg and Cape Town, and leading workshops, master classes, and lecture demonstrations in over two dozen schools,
universities, and community centers.
Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater makes its national film debut as part of “Lincoln Center at the Movies: Great American
Dance.” Shown on approximately 600 screens across the country, the film includes Chroma by Wayne McGregor, Grace by
Ronald K. Brown, Takademe by Robert Battle, and Alvin Ailey’s masterpiece Revelations, along with a rare look behind the
scenes and exclusive interviews with the artists.
Simon & Schuster publishes MY STORY, MY DANCE: Robert Battle’s Journey to Alvin Ailey, an inspiring children’s book based
on Mr. Battle’s life. His landmark year continues with the December debut of Awakening, his first world premiere since
becoming Artistic Director.
2016–Judith Jamison’s contributions to dance are celebrated at a White House Black History Month event hosted by First Lady
Michelle Obama.
AileyCamp expands to ten cities nationwide, including Atlanta, GA; Baltimore, MD; Berkeley/Oakland, CA; Chicago, IL; Kansas
City, KS; Kansas City, MO; Miami, FL; New York, NY; Newark, NJ; and Seattle/Tacoma, WA.
First Lady Michelle Obama recognizes AileyCamp Miami with the National Arts and Humanities Youth Program Award for
being one of the country’s best after-school and out-of-school-time creative youth development programs using engagement
in the arts and the humanities to increase academic achievement, graduation rates, and college enrollment.
2017–Ailey kicks off the pilot year of Destination Dance Ailey Atlanta, an initiative that leverages Ailey’s unique position as the
nation’s largest culturally diverse dance company to engage audiences, artists, teachers, and students in innovative ways
throughout Atlanta, Georgia, in partnership with various cultural, educational, and civic organizations such as The Center for
Civil and Human Rights, Atlanta Ballet and High Museum of Art.
Ailey launches its newest curriculum initiative, Night Creature: An Imaginative Journey Through Dance, a program for
elementary-age youth in 3rd through 5th grades based on the study of Alvin Ailey’s Night Creature, a fusion of Ailey’s buoyant
choreography and Duke Ellington’s sparkling music, using imaginative thinking to provide connections to music, visual arts,
socials studies, science, and literacy.
Logo Trailblazer Honors recognizes Alvin Ailey as pioneer who bravely fought for equality. Tribute
aired nationally on Logo and VHL.
Alvin Ailey Dance Foundation opens The Elaine Wynn & Family Education Wing, a 10,000-squarefoot expansion of Ailey’s permanent home, The Joan Weill Center for Dance – New York City’s
largest building dedicated to dance. Designed by The Center’s original architects, Iu + Bibliowicz
Architects, The Elaine Wynn & Family Education Wing adds three floors to the west side of Ailey’s
building to provide four additional dance studios, two new flexible classrooms, and added
administrative office space.

What the Critics Are Saying About…
Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater & Robert Battle
“Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater remains a powerhouse at 60 - Few if any of today’s modern-dance companies have
what could be called household names. But one that comes pretty close is the New York-based Alvin Ailey American
Dance Theater, which marks its 60th anniversary this year and remains as popular as ever.”
Chicago Sun Times, Kyle MacMillan – February 28, 2018
“Alvin Ailey Dancers Return Like Conquering Heroes… It’s splendid to see the performers of the Alvin Ailey American Dance
Theater again. They burst onto the City Center Theater stage with heroic vitality: The texture of their dancing is powerful…”
The New York Times, Alastair Macaulay – Dec. 4, 2017
“More so than any other major dance company, the Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater carries an aura of social, moral
and even spiritual righteousness. It’s not just the dancers’ exquisite athleticism and peerless commitment that convey
this and transfer such a rush to the audience. It’s also the artistic content, especially when it directly engages with
human virtues.”
The Washington Post, Sarah L. Kaufman – February 7, 2018
“The Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater, about to celebrate its sixtieth birthday, is the repository of some of the best
dancers in the country, and is accumulating a repertory worthy of their skill.”
The Village Voice, Elizabeth Zimmer – Dec. 19, 2017
“It’s easy to imagine why the inspiration and solace for which this company is known might be newly relevant, newly
needed… ‘Now more than ever, we need dance to bring us together’ … this company can do it.”
The New York Times, Brian Seibert – December 13, 2016
“…nearly six decades as a cultural phenomenon, the Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater has created a unique and
enduring bond with its audiences. And when the company arrives for its annual Chicago engagement something else pops
into place: The Auditorium Theatre instantly becomes the most racially mixed hub in a city that can still be divided.”
Chicago Sun Times, Hedy Weiss – Mar. 9, 2016
“The influence and importance of the company, to both the dance world and the culture at large, are wide and
multifaceted.”
San Francisco Chronicle, Steven Winn – April 4, 2018
“If you haven’t seen Alvin Ailey, you haven’t seen dance…the most exciting dance company in the world. If you’ve never seen
them perform, you have no idea what the human body can do, in terms of sheer grace, control, elegance, strength, and
athleticism.”
The Huffington Post, Michael Levin – Apr. 28, 2017
“… under the inspired direction of Robert Battle since 2011, has become an invaluable trove of modern dance history,
too, as well as a thrilling showcase for new work.”
WTTW Chicago, Hedy Weiss – March 12, 2018
“Robert Battle [is]…throwing open the doors to an array of new choreographers… [he] isn’t afraid of making a big noise.”
The New Yorker, Marina Harss – Nov. 16, 2015
“…he’s highly conscious of the weight of tradition he carries as the third director of a company that is a powerful expression
of African-American culture and achievement, and one of the most influential institutions in the dance world.”
The Miami Herald, Jordan Levin – Feb. 15, 2016

The Repertory
“Over the years, we have witnessed an outpouring of African American choreography from the company, giving voice to
worthy artists who might otherwise have remained silent.”
San Francisco Chronicle, Allan Ulrich – April 11, 2018
“Ailey’s masterful signature piece Revelations, as well as dances by artistic director Robert Battle, Jawole Willa Jo Zollar,
Kyle Abraham, Rennie Harris, Christopher Wheeldon, and Twyla Tharp. These works are a tonic in troubled times.”
The Village Voice, Elizabeth Zimmer – Dec. 19, 2017

Ella (Robert Battle)
“…total charmer, a sly, playful complement to the brilliant scat singing of Fitzgerald’s “Airmail Special.”
The Boston Globe, Karen Campbell – March 24, 2018
“It’s to a long Fitzgerald solo called “Airmail Special” and it’s genius, because she was genius.”
Observer, Robert Gottlieb – Jan. 2, 2018
“…joyous diversion… the dancers delivered this high-energy tribute splendidly.”
Los Angeles Times, Lewis Segal – Mar. 9, 2017

Four Corners (Ronald K. Brown)
“… does what a good new ballet always does: makes you want to see it again, right away; makes you want to see it with
other casts; reminds you why you love dance. It’s elating…fluent, intelligent, galvanizing…a firm structure and a dynamic
vocabulary that suits the Aileys down to the ground.”
New York Observer, Robert Gottlieb – Jan. 8, 2015

The Hunt (Robert Battle)
“…will send you reeling. The pounding, pumping, warlike choreography is thrilling to watch… We don’t know what or
whom they are hunting, but they throw themselves into Battle’s battle with fierce determination and abandon.”
Dance Magazine, Wendy Perron – May 23, 2016

In/Side (Robert Battle)
“…the sort of tour de force that gets a young choreographer and dancer noticed by the world.”
-The San Francisco Chronicle, Allan Ulrich – Apr. 24, 2013
“…intense and impactful… mesmerizing and the audience roared its approval”
The Miami Herald, Jordan Levin – Feb. 23, 2013

Mass (Robert Battle)
“… for 16 dancers to an earnest score by John Mackey. Intense, serious, it shows the architectural skill with which Mr.
Battle contrasts groups as well as individuals. I find it effective...”
The New York Times, Alastair Macaulay – Dec. 4, 2017

Members Don’t Get Weary (Jamar Roberts)
“…indisputable gem… uses a contemplative score by jazz legend John Coltrane as fodder for his work, which layers the
current social landscape over the one in which Coltrane was writing the blues…”
Chicago Tribune, Lauren Warnecke – March 8, 2018
“The surprise came in the somber radiance of Jamar Roberts’s new work... “Members” is what happens when
choreographic intention is more important than steps. It has that ease … [Mr. Roberts may be] known for his strength
and commanding presence as a dancer, but he has a softer side too, and both came through in “Members,” … “Members”
was as emotional as it was virtuosic … Weariness, Mr. Roberts seemed to be saying, is expected; giving up is not an
option… offered solace.”
The New York Times, Gia Kourlas – Dec. 13, 2017

“…this a piece to be seen and treasured.”
Huffington Post, Juan Michael Porter II – Jan. 2, 2018
“Transcendence was also a theme of “Members Don’t Get Weary.” Roberts’s music choice was a triumph: John Coltrane’s
otherworldly journeys by saxophone, “Dear Lord” and “Ole.” … Roberts has a fine ear, and his dancers captured the
ineffable questioning in the jazz, its winding paths and ultimate sense of spiritual freedom.”
The Washington Post, Sarah L. Kaufman – February 7, 2018
“… enthralling … didn’t feel so much like a dance – although it was a fine one, with nuance and power – as it did a profound
message to the world … A cherished veteran of Ailey, Mr. Roberts delivered, in his first work for the main company, a
transcendent look at how the blues play into our culture. It’s a rarity. It will last. “
The New York Times, Gia Kourlas – Dec. 31, 2017
“Roberts has made a serious contribution to the Ailey rep, one that should endure.”
The Village Voice, Elizabeth Zimmer – Dec. 19, 2017
“Yet, like the blues that inspired it, his choreographic debut for Ailey does not exacerbate our pain so much as assuage
it … Members Don’t Get Weary is subtle and wise.”
Financial Times, Appollinaire Scherr – Dec. 11, 2017

Night Creature (Alvin Ailey)
“...whimsical look at poseurs and thrill-seekers riding high on their own glamour…”
The Star Ledger, Robert Johnson – May 9, 2014

Open Door (Ronald K. Brown)
“…salutes the normalization of U.S. relations with Cuba, drawing inspiration from Brown's travels to the island and
spotlighting ten Ailey performers in salsa-flavored diversions… As the music shifts from bluesy solo piano to full Latin
orchestration, more dancers join in, swirling and preening, bringing a sweet social occasion up to party speed.”
The Village Voice, Elizabeth Zimmer – Jun. 15, 2016
“…Open Door, was a joyful celebration.”
The Miami Herald, Jordan Levin – Feb. 19, 2016
“It’s a pleasure to watch…fit bodies breeze through physically demanding, musically intricate material, on this
occasion catchy Latin jazz (Luis Demetrio, Arturo O’Farrill and Tito Puente)…enjoyable…never less than joyous.”
The New York Times, Siobhan Burke – Dec. 3, 2015

Revelations (Alvin Ailey)
““Ailey dancers strike gold in annual UC visit – There’s no sound in the dance world as contagious as the thunderclap
of cheering that emanates from an audience responding to a performance of Alvin Ailey’s classic “Revelations.”
San Francisco Chronicle, Allan Ulrich – April 11, 2018
“…crowned by Ailey’s own sublime Revelations from 1960, which cannot fail to move.”
Vogue, Hamish Bowles – Dec. 26, 2017
“evergreen masterpiece that never seems to age.”
The Boston Globe, Karen Campbell – March 24, 2018
“… Alvin Ailey’s central classic, says it all: Within this arresting tableau, each contributor is a personality, appealingly
different from her or his neighbor while part of a harmonious unit. (No corps de ballet uniformity or anonymity here.) …
The Ailey dancers certainly know how to sell their repertory, so it’s impressive to see the severity with which they play the
opening sections of this classic. There are thrilling technical challenges — the audience knows and applauds them — but
the dancers deliver them coolly, reminding us that this is not about stunts but the opposite: transcendence.”
The New York Times, Alastair Macaulay – Dec. 4, 2017

“…Technically demanding, choreographically sound and aesthetically magnificent, "Revelations" is the dance version of
Rodin's "The Thinker," or Leonardo's "Mona Lisa." It is our "Rent," our "Angels in America" our "Let It Be." It's the closest
we get in dance to a permanent exhibit. In a word, it's a classic.”
Chicago Tribune, Lauren Warnecke – Mar. 22, 2017
“…perennially popular and consistently stirring”
The Wall Street Journal, Robert Greskovic – Jun. 13, 2016
“guarantees a standing ovation, as its gospel score and images of strength and fellowship build to a roar that engulfs you
and lifts you, no matter how many times you’ve seen it.”
The Washington Post, Sarah L. Kaufman – February 7, 2018
“It’s pretty clear that there’s a love affair between audiences and ‘Revelations,’” choreographer Alvin Ailey wrote …He
was not overstating the case… “Revelations” has proved endlessly popular since its premiere in 1960.”
The Washington Post, Celia Wren – Jan. 29, 2016

Stack-Up (Talley Beatty)
“Beatty was a whiz—a celebrated jazz and theater dancer and choreographer… Stack-Up is both an explosion of thrilling
dance energy and a semi-story of a young man seduced and destroyed by drugs … it charges forward and carries you with
it all the way. It’s a wow closer.”
Observer, Robert Gottlieb – Jan. 2, 2018
“…generated controversy in its time; it may have been the first dance to deal with drug addiction in African American
society… vibrant performance drew you in as the hapless protagonist succumbed to the lure of narcotics.”
San Francisco Chronicle, Allan Ulrich – April 11, 2018
“Talley Beatty’s feel good “Stack-Up” (1982) a centennial tribute this season, opened the program with a colorful
explosion of disco energy. It’s a lively work filled with street sass…”
The Boston Globe, Karen Campbell – March 24, 2018
“Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater is phenomenal in Stack-Up… turns on the drama … filled with social commentary
relevant to any era …”
Huffington Post, Juan Michael Porter II – Jan. 2, 2018 (The Best Dance Performances of 2017)
“… a panoramic look at urban street life in late-20th-century Los Angeles — with a backdrop adapted from a painting by
Romare Bearden — sizzles with disco energy, mixing critique and affection for its seventeen characters.”
The Village Voice, Elizabeth Zimmer – Dec. 19, 2017
“…intriguing to watch… Mr. Lebrun veers impressively between states of ecstasy and fear. Staged in honor of the coming
centennial of Mr. Beatty’s birth, “Stack-Up” … fascinates as a kind of time capsule.”
The New York Times, Siobhan Burke – Dec. 18, 2017

Takademe (Robert Battle)
“…an audience favorite…”
The New York Times, Siobhan Burke – Dec. 17, 2014

The Winter in Lisbon (Billy Wilson)
“… restaged by Masazumi Chaya to celebrate the centennial this year of Gillespie’s birth. A burst of energy with
moments for love, the dance captures the jazzman’s exuberance and wit. The dazzling ending is a reminder of the Latin
tinge that the trumpeter often explored.”
The Epoch Times, Barry Bassis – Dec. 30, 2017
“Clear in its intentions and perfect in its realization, it is full of moments of clarity for the interpreters and enjoyable from
beginning to end.”
El Nuevo Herald, Orlando Taquechel – Feb. 28, 2017

The Dancers
“… how fabulously individual the dancers all are. Each is an immediately distinct character… These are well-known
wonders, but it does you good to renew acquaintance with them…”
The New York Times, Alastair Macaulay – Dec. 4, 2017
“The current roster…is dancing magnificently, their whiz-bang physical talent fired up by passionate commitment. They
do everything with knife-sharp clarity, but with a burning inner life that makes the dances glow.”
Miami Herald, Jordan Levin – Feb. 27, 2017
“…the talent of the performers is timeless.”
The Huffington Post, Isa Freeling – Jun. 18, 2016
“… [rehearsal director] Matthew Rushing, who joined Ailey in 1992, danced at the gala as if time had stood still for him…”
The New York Times, Alastair Macaulay – Dec. 4, 2017
“On Stage, In Marriage, These 2 Alvin Ailey Dancers Learned The Steps Together - Linda Celeste Sims and Glenn Allen
Sims are two of the longest tenured dancers in the Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater company… They're also married.
The pair have danced together for years, forging their love story in the hard work, pain and drama of the dance world.
And yet, it endures.”
NPR, Michel Martin & Isabel Dobrin – February 11, 2018
“…the excellent dancers are the main draw, from veterans including the husband-and-wife team of Linda Celeste Sims
and Glenn Allen Sims, to more recent additions… Chalvar Monteiro.”
The New York Times, Gia Kourlas – Dec. 14, 2017
“… The gorgeous Linda Celeste Sims, strict within her voluptuousness, and her husband, Glenn Allen Sims, with his feats
of effortless-seeming partnering …”
The New York Times, Alastair Macaulay – Dec. 4, 2017
“Miami native son Jamar Roberts will take center stage. As one of the company’s star dancers, he has long shined as a
performer. But he has now also stepped up as a choreographer… his piece “Members Don’t Get Weary” represents a major
milestone in his creative career. He has joined the exclusive ranks of the choreographers who have set work on one of
the country’s premiere dance institutions.”
Miami Herald, Catherine Annie Hollingsworth – February 19, 2018
“[Jamar Roberts] …supremely gifted…. A favorite performer there since 2002”
Vanity Fair, Wayne Lawson – Dec. 6, 2017
“… the amazingly tall (6-foot-4), broad and long-limbed Jamar Roberts, calmly titanic in presence and power…”
The New York Times, Alastair Macaulay – Dec. 4, 2017
“… Clifton Brown, a cool technical powerhouse”
The New York Times, Alastair Macaulay – Dec. 4, 2017
“… Rachael McLaren that displayed true power on stage. Her ability to command attention from both the audience and
her fellow cast members, without overexaggerating her movements, displayed a brilliant use of her artistic gifts.”
Arts ATL, Vanessa Alamo – February 22, 2018
“Yannick Lebrun… is like a champion-horse chomping at the bit … Unleashed in Ailey’s Sinnerman, he is peerless; it is
possible that his space devouring turning jumps and sliding knee vaults have never been performed better. To see him
dance is to hear Jennifer Holiday sing in her prime…”
Huffington Post, Juan Michael Porter II – Jan. 1, 2018
“It's the contrasts that set Jeroboam Bozeman apart… Bozeman defies labels; you're not sure if you're watching a ballet
dancer, a modern dancer or (one of his favorite styles) a West African dancer.”
Dance Magazine “25 to Watch 2018”, Anne McCarthy – Dec. 20, 2017
“Chalvar Monteiro displayed Tharp’s work at a deeper level. I could feel his fun-loving personality as energy shot beyond
his fingertips — as if he were personally inviting audience members to join him in this nostalgic moment… Monteiro
demonstrated jaw-dropping movements that may have seemed effortless but actually required impeccable strength to
execute smoothly.”
Arts ATL, Vanessa Alamo – February 22, 2018
“A marvel of power and poise, Jacquelin Harris is one of the brightest lights at Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater”
Dance Magazine, Gia Kourlas—January 1, 2016

ALVIN
AMERICAN DANCE THEATER
PRESS COVERAGE

Broadcast Highlights
2018 International Tour
PBS – NewsHour: Robert Battle

TBS - CONAN: Conan O’Brien visits The

The Wendy Williams Show: For Black

Ailey School, and Company performs
Sinner Man for a live studio audience.

History Month, the Company performs
Revelations excerpt “Wade in the Water.”

CBS New York: Khalia Campbell,

NY Magazine (The Cut): Samantha

The New Yorker Online – Robert Battle

Christopher R. Wilson, and Courtney
Celeste Spears discuss their debut with
the Company at Lincoln Center.

Figgins and Chalvar Monteiro perform
Ella.

speaks about the historical role of the arts
in finding our common humanity.

discusses his vision for Ailey’s future.

CBS2 NY: Solomon Dumas – first former NYC Life – A Day’s Work: NYC Media

NPR – All Things Considered: Glenn

AileyCamper to earn a role as a member
of Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater.

Allen and Linda Celeste Sims share their
love story.

(Ctrl + Click on images for full video)

shows a day in the life of an Ailey
dancer, lighting director, and physical
therapist.
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Soundtrack by Coltrane and Byrne
In repertory and new work, the
Alvin Ailey company finds a
place for both composers.
aren't
casual choices for a choreographer looking
for dance music - at least they shouldn't
be. Yet last week, Alvin Ailey American
Dance Theater proved that there's a place
for both. Twyla Tharp's "The Golden Section:' set to music by Mr. Byrne and returning to the repertory this season, still shimmers. True, the dancers need more time to
live in the groove of her tricky coordinations
- the movement must look as though it's
melting off the body - but nothing checks
that box faster than performance time.
The surprise came in the somber radiance of Jamar Roberts's new work, "Members Don't Get Weary:• which had its premiere on Friday at New York City Center.
Clearly Mr. Roberts has grown since last
year's "Gemeos," a hectic and hollow creation for Ailey II. Perhaps, for him, a dance
like "Members" is what happens when
choreographic intention is more important
than steps. It has that ease.
A veteran of the Ailey company, Mr. Roberts may be known for his strength and
commanding presence as a dancer, but he
JOHN COLTRANE AND DAVID BYRNE

•••
it

Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater
Through Dec. 31 at City Center in Manhattan;
nycitycenter .org,

has a softer side too, and both came through
in "Members," set to two recordings by
John Coltrane, "Dear Lord" and "Ole." The
program included a Ralph Ellison quote
about the blues being "an impulse to keep
the painful details and episodes of a brutal
experience alive in one's aching consciousness, to finger its jagged grain, and to transcend it." Those words reverberate
throughout "Members."
The work began with Coltrane's ballad
"Dear Lord," in which the cast - dressed in
Mr. Roberts's blue and lavender costumes
that deftly blurred the fine between chic ur,
ban wear and work uniforms - was stationed on the stage in two groups.
It made for a striking opening scene,
helped by Brandon Stirling Baker's lighting
and scenic design: Five dancers, bending
forward and reaching up with imploring
arms, clustered close in a comer of the
stage, while five others stood along the back
of it. All wore straw hats with enormous
brims; iil~tantly, the imagination traveled
to another time: laborers, a hot field, an unforgiving sun.
Throughout "Dear Lord;' the dancers
took staggering steps from one comer of
the stage to the other, rounding their backs
and tilting their heads to the light. Eventually, they moved in unison, juxtaposing
strong, angular shapes with nearly imperceptible footwork - two steps in parallel,
followed by a crossover - that seemed to
draw them back into their bodies.
After Renaldo Maurice crouched and collapsed to the floor, Jeroboam Bozeman collected his body and propped him up so that
they sat back to back. The others, reclining
all the way, raised their arms with splayed
fingers, which brought to mind Ellison's
"jagged grain."
"Dear Lord" felt like a preface, a prepara-
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From left, Ghrai DeVore, Samantha Figgins and Yannick Lebrun in the premiere of "Members Don't Get Weary," a work by Jamar Roberts.

tion for the longer, mystical "Ole!' It flew by,
starting with a solo for Mr. Bozeman, who
matches . Mr. Roberts in quiet incandescence. Soon he was joined by four men who
didn't so much spin into the space as whip
up the air within it. And Jacqueline Green,
in a solo that followed, was more than her
usual precise, commanding self as she
snapped her limbs sharply; her movement
was shaded with voluptuous curves.
But "Members" was as emotional as it
was virtuosic, especially in a duet between

a grave, vulnerable Ghrai Devore and Mr.
prowess required for this dance is OlympiBozeman, who took turns clasping each
an, too.
other in embraces or succinct lifts. Weari· Like Ms. Tharp's "In the Upper Room:'
ness, Mr. Roberts seemed to be saying, is
"Golden Section" says something about
expected; giving up is not an option. When
courage - a dancer must tie relentless to
those ghostly, nearly.-there steps returned
come out the other side. While many were
in the end, they offered solace.
' heroic, Chalvar Monteiro stood out for his
Just as with "Members:' music is what
unmannered daring. But "The Golden Secunleashes the body into action in "The tion" bums brightest when the spirit of the
Golden Section" (1983), seen Wednesday.
group remains intact: They were a lucky 13
Here 13 dancers shine like the sun in Santo to be swimming in Ms. Tharp's golden brew,
Loquasto's sporty Grecian costumes. The
and they danced like they knew it.

('

Dancers shine like the
sun in Santo Loquasto's
sporty Greci an costumes.
Their prowess is
Olympian, too.

Alvin Ailey at City Center, New York: old hands with new idea
By: Apollinaire Scherr
December 11, 2017

Two company veterans have created distinctive new dances
Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater has long made room for choreography
from its dancers, alumnae and directors — too much room, I would argue, if
not for Hope Boykin’s recent r-Evolution, Dream and Jamar Roberts’s
premiere Members Don’t Get Weary.
Both of these veteran troupers acknowledge their Ailey lineage by weaving elements rooted in African-American history
into their plotless schemes, as Ailey himself did. But their steps and choreographic designs suggest how much they have
also learnt from the rest of the ever more eclectic repertory they dance. These fledgling choreographers’ idioms are
communicative, arresting and very much their own — a welcome departure from previous home-grown efforts.
R-Evolution, Dream begins with Michael Jackson Jr, caught in a shaft of light with his back to us. We know from the cadence
of his shoulders, spine and pointing finger that he is exhorting his audience to courage, and that he is Reverend King. REvolution, Dream patterns gesticulations of hand, hip, belly and foot into steps which speak much more eloquently and
precisely than the inspirational homilies that pepper the piece. The steps’ accent, though, depends on the particular colour
of the performers’ 1950s getups.
Boykin has taken on the timely (and abiding) subject of class stratification. Fana Tesfagiorgis, in royal purple, keeps her
head high and her feet skimming the floor. Megan Jakel, in enterprising green, drives her legs downwards to anchor her
striving arms. The four colour cadres appear separately, then shuffled like cards, and finally amassed in common cause in
a glorious march that proceeds Motown style, with hips churning and steps small so we can savour the journey.
Last year’s Dream was hopeful. This year’s Members Don’t Get Weary counts the ways “the current social landscape in
America”, as Roberts describes it, might make a person weary. Yet, like the blues that inspired it, his choreographic debut
for Ailey does not exacerbate our pain so much as assuage it by digging in. The piece moves through the frozen surface of
despair to its soft tissue.
If the fine score that jazz drummer Ali Jackson fashioned for Dream fits like a glove, the swing, soar and roil of the two
tracks from Coltrane’s Olé that Roberts uses serve as a counter to the dancing’s darker mood.
The work begins with a Revelations-esque tableau. With faces obscured behind broad-brimmed sun hats, the dancers
have their arms extended in spiritual pleading. When they reach again, though, we notice a robotic jerk, as if the will had
been paralysed and the arms were operated by remote control. Repeated too often, history makes machines of us.
Or it empties us out. In a tour de force with Jeroboam Bozeman, Ghrai DeVore keeps trying to elude his loving embrace.
She wants “space to breathe”, as people say. But even with solitude secured, there seems to be nothing to do except
exhale — deflate. Inspiration doesn’t follow. Members Don’t Get Weary is subtle and wise.

Alvin Ailey Dancers Return Like Conquering Heroes
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Bookshelf: Breakthrough Lives
By MARIA RUSSO NOV. 4, 2015

New picture-book biographies recount the lives of the first computer programmer, an Alvin
Ailey dancer and a blue-eyed singer from Hoboken named Frankie.
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My Story, My Dance: Robert
Battle's Journey to Alvin Ailey
By Lesa Cline-Ransome. Illustrated by James E. Ransome.
The story of a child who overcomes what could have been devastating obstacles
to reach the heights of artistic achievement has become a staple of picture-book
biographies, but this one has an especially warm glow around it. Robert Battle's
journey to the center of the New York dance world - he is currently the artistic
director of Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater - started out in Florida, where
as a child he was raised by a cousin after his mother wasn't able to care for him,
and was forced to wear painful metal braces to straighten his legs. In the hands
of the Ransomes, a husband-and-wife team, Robert's life is a classic
inspirational story of family love, faith and passionate artistic devotion.
His "mama Dessie," the cousin who takes him in, surrounds him with music
and tender care, but sends him to karate lessons too, since the streets aren't
quite so nice. "Do you think I can be the first black Baryshnikov?" Robert asks
when his braces have come off and he begins to study ballet. His sights are
always upward, and yet the story emanates gentleness. In James E. Ransome's
realistic pastel portraits, Battle, his family and his teachers all seem lit from
within.
48 pp. A Paula Wiseman Book/Stmon & Schuster S17 99 (Picture book, ages 4 to 8)
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She Really Knows Her Num.bers
BySIOBHAN BURKE

Not many dancers spend their days
rehearsal and muttivanabte
calculus class. But that was college for Jacing

qu tm Hnrns, one of the newest members
of Alvtn Alley Amencan Dance Theater.
•At freshman orientation, I reused my
hand and said, ' I'd like to double major in
engineering and math,"' Ms. Harris re·
called "And they were like, 'That's probably not going to happen."' A.c; a student In
the rigorous B.F.A. program offered by
Fordham University and the Atley School,
Ms. Harris would also be dancing for about
seven hours a day. She senled for one m'lJOr
(math) to accommodate all that studio uml:!
and, come ..emor year, a posnion with
Alley's jumor company, Alley 11
Ms. 1rarns, 22, grew up m Charlotte, N.C.,
tnkmg classes at her local competauon stu
dio. Though most of her peers stopped
danca.ng after high school, her teacher, De-ruse Brltz.Ciarke, encouraged her to contmue. Sancc joining Ailey II and, last summer,
advancing an to the main company, she has
lightened her acadenuc load but hasn't
slowed down. \\'ath her uncommon blend of
equammaty and dnve, she has performed
more featured parts than usual for a fir!>l·
year company member, in works mcludmg
Alvin Ailey's " Pas de Duke• and Chnstopher
•After the Rain...
If Ms. Harris is at all daunted by the pressures of her new job, it doesn't show. Between rehearsals for Ailey's Lincoln Center

season, whlch wraps up this weekend, she
tnlltcd about her first year of fuii-Ocdgcd
company life. These are excerpts from the
conversation.
Q. How cfid you find out you'd been
promoted to the mlrin company?
A. It was o complete shock. At the

audition, I was just having a good
time. We had to learn the cboreogruphy m 10 minutes, so we
were all fumbtmg
through at together.
They asked me
and two other
to stay,
then they looked
at me and were hke: "Welcome to the com-

pany. When can you start working?• My
jaw dropped. I was JUSt staring. I know I
looked crazy. I couldn't WT3p my head
around at!
What's been most ehallencing about the first
year?

Probably the workload. We're on the road
for six to eight months out of the year, and
we're dancing a lot, wh.ach is a blessin&, but
It's taxing on the body. You have to find the
right bo.lance of rest and hard work.
performlnc "After the Rain" this
weekend. What; that Eike7

It's nice to move slow. It's so different from
a lot of our other rep. You can JUSt allow
your body to be as languid as the mustc. But

you really have to center youcsclf. Raght be·
fore the curtain goes up, lhe stage manager
asks everyone to dear the stage so you and
your partner can have a moment to yourselves. That really helps.
It must be trk:Jiy switchln& between styles.
It ts. But that's what's most fun about this
company. ln any performance, you could go
from somethmg totally Jazzy to African to
hap-hop, back to • Revelations," cla.ssacal
modern. It keeps you on your toes.
Does yOUI' math background help you with

dancln&7
Definitely. Especially with thiS season's
new Robert Battle piece, "No Longer Silent... It's nll about counts arnJ rhythms,
very number·heavy. This part is In fours,
then at turns to threes, then SLXCS and
eights. I hke to thmk about thmgs logt·
cally. Like, If I want to do four pirou·
ettes, I have to spot my head fast
enough to get around rour nmes in
the amount of time I can stay on
It's fun to make connec·
tions between science and
dance. It makes me a little bit
or a ner d, but that's O.K.
Are you finished with school?
I need one or two more credits to firush my degree an
mathematics, so hopefuUy
soon I'll get to go back. I'll
do something fun, maybe

statistics.
!
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HOPE BOYKIN

Getting Momentarily De-Danced
Hope Boykin, wbo recently completed ber
15th anniversary with the Alvin Ailey
American Dance Theater, has been called

a •rorce of nature" on stage. Matthew
Ruahlng, the company's rehearsal dlrcc·
tor and a choreographer, created a lead
role for her m his dance "Odetta,• a tribute to the singer and civil rights activist.
Ms. Bo}'kln, 43, who Uves In Harlem,
reaches, choreographs and continues to
coach rising dancers- On Sundays, when
she isn't dancing (Ailey 1s currently performing at City Center through Jllll. 3),
Ms. Boykin lowers the volume, malc1ng
cllun:h the main event. Tl1ough it is rare
for dancers to perform into their 40s, Ms.
Boyldn said, "We're not dancing late,
we're dancing Just rigbl." RO.IIJH POGMDJ.N
Usually J walle up
pretty earty - around 6. Even if I try to
sleep late, it doesn't really work. I'm an
NBC watcher - "Open House; after the
news, which shows houses for sale m New
York. It gives me Ideas. I ltve in an apartment. The buill;ling is awesome, my neigh·
bors are awc:some and I love my ne1ghbor·
hood. I really do. Not just putt1nll on.

SCMQfiM P'Oit IDUS

J make
bacon and eggs or a grcc:n juice. I've fallen
in Love with rllis Chemex coffee maker. It
sounds so shallow but it's w pretty. l have a
galley kitchen,so I can sltattlle bill', ymting
or revising something I've written. l've
been working on my thoughts. I'Ve started
to realize I have a voice in that way. I have
journals st.a<:ked up in my apartment
MIISIMCS 1H THE GAlln

OAMCE MINISTII'I' 1 meet Matthew Rushing on
our corner - we Uve across Lenox Avenue
from one anotller - and head ro chun:h in
the Bronx by train or taxi We're part of our
dance ministry. We share our gifts with our
church family !here. We get to remind them
that we're people. Sometimes young people
look at you as a superhero of dance. Tiley

look at you with those eyes that are bu(!e.

•SWKIQJIRoullM readm
B<zylnn o" 1W!tter @HBDanl:l!.

Hope

QIUilCH Tl [sa nonnegollllbleevent, a center·

lng. Without being able to refuel and recharge mysel(, rm no good to anyone, I am
not c:reatlng the things that happen 10 me.
Chun:h puts my Ufe in order, just like practlc.-e. Matthew sllld once, "Tho stronger our
faith and heart muscle is, the more we're
able to take on."
EAr, WRITE. CHA.'T After returning to Manhat·
tan , l will meet R student or chat wlth$0l'Tieone I might be mentortng, or J will write,

usually at Le Pain QuoiJdlen. My favorite
one is across from Uncoln Center. I order a
child-siz.ed oatmeal and coffee. And they
have tlus huge community table. People will
bring their kids. You're not overhearing
them. but you're not secluding yourself at a
table for one.
WAUl AHD IHOP I will usually Stroll through

the park, !10th Street and Central Park
North, to t.be gardens, catch the No.2 train,
do some food shopping - which IICtllaiJy I
need to do on
- bead home. Then
l'U walk around in my neighborhood.
There's an awesome coffee shop, Lenox
CoHee, my go-to for a mocha or cappuccino.
I love a Sunday late lunch-early diMer 81
Barawine m Harlem, or to Red Rooster for
live music, or Comer Social if friends have
come to Harlem to vlsll.
HOMUPUH IODV TIIIATMIHTS I throw a half a
bag of Epsom salts into my bath. I put on an

Agatha Christie aud1obook. and get dedanced for a moment. This bath helps get
rid of soreness, aches and such. As soon as I
bop out of the bath I sink my feet into a
bucket of ic:e water. Over 20 years of dancing professwnally can do a number on the
body; and I love, love, love beautiful high
heels, so the ice bath helps that indulgence
as well
·

For dinner I' Ll make a
turkey chili in my slow cooker. grill some
salmon or bake some chicken. f always
have a salad and maybe some fruit, all ec·
companied by some spark.ting
t cook
for the week.
IIITCIIEII COHCOCIIOII$

put on Netfllx
and watch some Agatha Christie or some
Brlllsh drama and It put3 me to stoep. Seing
an older dancer, you have to be more rested
thnn tbe youne ones.

500TMINQ EMCUSII ACCtH'TS I
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The Music Runs Through Her
The Ailey company's Linda
Celeste Sims thrives on work.
By GIA KOURLAS
People used to tell Linda Celeste Sims thai
she looked like an Alley dancer. She didn'l
have a clue what that meant. "I knew it
was a modern thing," she said, "but I
didn't know the grandness."
When her roommate found out that the
Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater was
holding an audition for a female dancer,
she dragged Ms. Sims, lben 19 and a mem·
ber of Ballet Hispanico, along.
"I had a very disturbing dream the night
before." Ms. Sims, 38, said in a recent in·
terview. "There was a tittle box, a present
wilb a bow, and It was bopping around. It
kind of exploded, Uke Hreworks."
At that audition, 144 dancers showed up;
Ms. Sims, still green enough to ask the at·
listie director, Judith Jamison, what her
name was, got the job. "I didn't know who
she was,"" Ms. Sims insisted with nervous
laughter. "A smack of humility, 1 guess.
She said, 'Well, my name is Judith Ja·
mison, not JAME·ih·son. JAM·lh·son.' I
knew by lbe way she said It, she was kind
ofupseL"

But that was nothing compared With the
way Tina
Ballet Hispanlco's
foWider, reacted the next morning. • She
said, 'I heard!"' Ms. Sims recalled.
"'You're fired.' She was so upset. I was like
her daughter. I was the first protAgt!e to go
from the school to the company.•
Much has changed since 1996, though
lbe subtle power of Ms. Sims's dancing at
Ailey, which performs at City Center bew
ginning on Wednesday, has only deepened.
With a race that could only be described as
angelic, she is one of the group's most soul·
lui dancers, and not because she takes
choreography to a melodramatically spirit·
ual place. Slight and supple, Ms. Sims pes·
sesses the kind of silkiness that allows mu·
sic to run through her. Her dulcet purity al·
ways comes as a happy jolt. Her longevity
- in all her time at Ailey, she's suffered
only a sprained ankle- is mind·boggling.
" It's ridiculous: srud Glenn Allen Sims,
an Ailey dancer and her husband of nearly
14 years. "But I see all the work she puts In
after. She ices every night, she rolls out her
body on the foam roller. It's not Uke, 'O.K.,
it's 7 p.m.• and we're done.""
Masazumi Chaya, the company's associate artistic director, recalled: "Alvin al·
ways said. 'Use my step and show your·
sell.' She's a good example of a dancer who
does !haL"
Thts season, Ms. Sims will perform lead·
ing roles in many works, •ncludmg "Cry,"
"Bad Blood," "Grace" and the company
prem1eres of Chnstopher Wheeldon's •Af.
ter the Ram Pas de Deux• and Jacqulyn
Buglisi's "Suspended Women.• In that ex·
ploration of female strength, the dancers,
wearing frayed, tattered period costumes,
evoke agitation and anguish as they rise
and collapse like waves. For Ms. Sims, It's
a homecoming: Ms. BugUsi was her Mar·
tha Graham teacher at Ballet Hispanico.
"She would stick her foot In your stem·
ach and say, 'Contract!,'" Ms. Sims recalled. "She knew she could pull way more
out of you than you thought you were giving."
Ms. Sims flourishes on that kind of tough
love. As a dance student growing up In the
Bronx, she struggled. "My parents worked
three jobs sometimes," she said. "They
know nothing about dance, but they knew J
needed those ballet slippers that cost $50.
Better make those ballet sUppers last for
two years.>+

A graduate of Fiorello H. La Guardia
High School of Music and Art and Performing Arts, Ms. Sims is half Nicaraguan
and half Dominican; it was her Nicaraguan grandmother, a housekeeper at a HIJ.
ton hotel, who enrolled her in classes. At
Ballet Hispanico, she began with flamenco.
•we only had Jive music,• she said "That's
why I don't count to this day. You can't be
free dancing and counting.•
She lowered her voice. "There are a lot
of people that do that,• she added. "It's so

'The eyes are the mirrors
of the soul. That's &om
Darvash.'
disturbing. The eyes are the mirrors of the
soul. That's from my teacher Madame
Darvash."

Ms. Sims credits the ballet teacher Ga·
briela Darvash with preserving her body.
In her first class eight years ago, she was
told to straighten her knee all the way. "In
my mind, I'm Ukc, 1 t is straight,'" Ms.
Sims said. "And then I did it. The next
morning, Glenn looked at me and said:
'What did you do? Your legs look long.' My
legs just instantly started taking a differ·
ent shape. In one class. I swear to you, I'm
not lying."
Her staying power also comes from the
uncanny ability to grow within roles. Her
rendition in aRevelationsw of "'Fix Me, Je-.
sus," which she often dances with her hus·

Unda CeJeste Sims, top,
at the Alvin Alley
American Dance
Theatet1Sstudios, and

perfonnlng with her
husband, Glenn Allen

Sims,ln .. Revelations."

band, Is spellbindingly quiet. "I really en·
joy whenever I can share a moment on·
stage with her, because what we're actu·
ally doing is highlighting our relationship,"
Mr. Sims said. "We're showing you who we
are. ff I had my way, I would only dance
with her.•

In rehearsals, Ms. Sims's Intensity Is the
opposite of her playful offstage persona;
you get the feehng lbat she could dance
through a tornado. Her focus helps her
stay open, she explalned. "As dancers, we
are selfish, we are Insecure, we are sometimes a b1t conceJted, and that clogs your
arteries," she said "You clog yourself to
the point where you can't breathe, and you
can't bring bfe Into anything.•
Later, she added: • J was never a hater. I
got a Jot of hate, but you can't be a hater."
In her early days w1th the company, she
faced jealousy from some of the other
women. "But I'm from the Bronx; Ms.
Sims said with a smile. •That means If you
have a problem with me, that's your Issue.
I got a lot of that, but what I ended up doIng was creating a shell: When I was at
work. I was at work."
For her, the new generation of dancers
that has recently entered the company has
been a breath of fresh air. "I feel their Intel·
llgence," she said. "They don't seem to be
caught up In tltnt whole: ' I'm In Alley right
now. Now I'm an Alley diva.' The less people that are in the company who think like
that, rhe better."
As she sees It, there's more at stake. "I
want to move people because I'm moved,''
she said. "It means that In everything I do,
I make sure I've Investigated 11 to the point
where it's in me. Every time I do 'Fix Me,' I
do something different. How can you make
something that you do every day taste,
look, feel different? That's what separates
a dancer and an artist. I want to be an art·
1st.•
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So much of a dancer’s power
comes from an ability to tune in
to the body, says Alvin Ailey’s
LINDA CELESTE SIMS. She shares the
moves and mental tricks that
allow her to soar above the rest.

BY ERIN BRIED PHOTOGRAPHED BY BEN GRIEME

Dancers are famous for their lithe bodies and
effortless grace, so it’s easy to forget that what
makes them appear lighter than air actually
requires a tremendous amount of effort.
“Even if you have the flexibility, you have to
have the strength,” says Alvin Ailey dancer
Linda Celeste Sims, 38, who has been dazzling
audiences with her gravity-defying leaps and
acrobatic skill for nearly two decades. “The
muscles in my legs are what hold me up and
help me jump higher.”
Sims spends up to 10 hours a day dancing
to build that strength, but what makes her
training so effective is her ability to tap into
whatever her body is telling her—from what
to eat to which muscles need a little extra TLC.
“Awareness of your body is key,” says Sims,
who has become a star of the company thanks
in part to her flawless technique and to the
unheard-of fact that in the past 18 years, she’s
never been sidelined by injury. Not once. “It’s
more important for me to pay attention than
to push through when I feel sore,” she says.
Sims’s brand of mental rigor allows her to
drive even harder physically, which becomes
crucial in December when she takes center
stage and the company kicks off its LEAN > 96

94

JUMP FOR JOY
“I want to feel happy when
I dance,” Sims says.
“Whatever I can do to make
that happen, I’ll do it.”
TOP Osklen BOTTOM Cover
LEG WARMERS KD New York

December 2014

6 MIND/BODY MOVES

These toners also boost mental focus, says Sarita Allen, Sims’s pilates
teacher (and an Ailey Extension instructor). Try them three times a week.

1/

WARM-UP BREATHING
Stand with your back against
a wall, heels touching,
and inhale, reaching arms
out to sides and overhead.
Pause, then exhale and
squeeze lower abdominal
muscles, pulling them
toward the spine as arms
float down. “Firing up your
abs is like turning a key
in the ignition for the rest
of your practice,” Allen says.
Continue for 1 minute.

2/

ABDOMINAL SCOOP
Sit on a mat with knees
bent, feet flat, spine long
and hands grasping
hamstrings. Inhale, then
exhale as you round lower
back, pulling sitz bones
together while very slowly
and deliberately scooping
abs toward spine, rolling
backward until arms are
straight. Hold 5 seconds;
return to start. Do 10 reps.

96

3/

5/

PELVIC LIFT
Lie on a mat, feet hip-width
apart. Press arms and
palms firmly into mat and
lift hips, keeping shoulders
on mat. Hold 10 seconds,
pressing hips up and
pulling abs in, toes pointed
forward and knees, hips
and ankles aligned. Roll
down one vertebra at
a time from neck to tailbone,
taking time to elongate
and separate each segment
of the spine. Do 10 reps.

CURL-UP
Lie on back, bring knees
to chest and hands
behind head. Curl up so
shoulder blades come
off floor; inhaling, stretch
legs out at a 45-degree
angle from floor to engage
inner thighs, abs and
buttocks. Exhale, pulling
knees back to chest and
curling body a little higher.
Do 10 reps, using abs
to curl higher each time.

4/

ROLL DOWN
Lie on back with legs
straight, feet flexed and
arms extended overhead,
stretching long. Inhale
and reach arms to ceiling.
Exhale, tuck chin to
chest and roll up one
vertebra at a time. As arms
reach toward toes, pull
waist back. Slowly reverse
movements to return to
start; do 10 reps.

LEG CIRCLE
Lie on back with legs
straight and feet flexed.
Inhale and lift right leg,
toes pointing up. Exhale
as you move right leg
across body, down and up
to center in a sweeping
oval, keeping hips square
and flat on the floor. Do 10
reps, then reverse direction.
Switch legs; repeat.

6/

Her
light
& lean
tips
KEEP MOVING

“When I have a day off
or have taken a long
flight, I like to hop on
the elliptical for 40
minutes to get my
blood going. I set the
resistance to 5 and
alternate between
jogging and walking
every 5 minutes.”

TACKLE TIGHTNESS

“If I feel sore, I put
two hard rubber balls
in a sock, lie down
on them and roll over
them with my neck,
back, quads, hams and
glutes. (They’re like
tennis balls, only
firmer—you can find
them at pet stores.) It’s
like getting a massage.”

BALANCE YOUR BODY

“I have strong legs
from dancing, but I
need to work on the
muscles in my upper
body. I do 2 sets
of 10 push-ups before
every performance to
activate my shoulders
and fight soreness.”

EAT CLEAN

“You have to watch
what you put into your
body, and it’s hard to
do that when you eat
out. I cook for myself
and even bring a
hot plate and food
processor on the road.
My go-tos are yogurt,
fruit, green juice and
sautéed chicken. I also
love wine and a sliver
of cheese.” Get Sims’s
favorite performanceday recipes at Self.com/
go/linda.

“WHEN
I’M DANCING,
I FEEL
POWERFUL.”

GUTTER CREDT

deeper you’ll click into your stomach.”
The benefits of tuning in go far beyond the
physical. A 2013 study in the Journal of Dance
& Somatic Practices found that people who regularly practiced pilates and reported increased
mindfulness were more relaxed, less stressed
and more confident in the face of difficult
tasks. “Pilates, like yoga, can encourage you to
be present and to pay attention to your body,
allowing you to make better in-the-moment
decisions,” says study author Karen Caldwell,
Ph.D., professor of human development and
psychology at Appalachian State University.
For Sims, mindfulness has been key to a
long and successful career, not to mention an
impressive physique. “To be great, you have to
be smart. You have to listen to your body and
study it,” Sims says. “You can have talent and
potential, but if you don’t take care of your
body, you’ll never succeed.”

STYLING, LINDSEY FRUGIER; HAIR, MICHAEL JOHNSON; MAKEUP, JUNKO KIOKA FOR CHANEL; MANICURE,
MAKI SAKAMOTO FOR CHANEL LE VERNIS; SET DESIGN, TODD WIGGINS FOR MARY HOWARD STUDIO. SEE GET-IT GUIDE.

new season. “I’m the person who says I need to
improve,” she says. “But, if you play and play
a violin, you don’t think it needs tuning? Your
body is the same way. It’s your only instrument.”
Sims begins every day with 20 minutes of
stretching to a Zena Rommett floor-barre DVD.
“It helps me build flexibility and strength,” she
says. Then, during her seven-hour rehearsal,
she monitors her energy, eating fruit to stay
fueled. “You’d be amazed how much energy
you can get from an orange,” she says.
Once rehearsal ends, she assesses her
muscles again to see if they feel tight. If so,
she hits the pool to swim 30 to 50 laps. “That’s
my happy place. It works my muscles while
lubricating my joints,” she says.
She also practices pilates. “Your body
shouldn’t be compressed. It should be long,
lean and strong,” Sims says. Rolldowns are
her favorite move. “The slower you go, the
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FREQUENT FliER

Seeing the World Through Its Barbecue Joints
By ROBERT BATTLE

HE I graduated
from Juilliard in
1994! Tjoined a dance
touring company
and started flying lot. Since I
never flew a lot before, it was
really exciting to me. Now, as artistic director for the Alvin Alley
American Dance Theater, I'm
flying so much it's tough to keep
track of all the places we go.
I do have some rituals, and one
of them is finding a barbecue establishment wherever we are
touring. l could give recommendations for a lot of different
places, even in Paris, where apparently I ate most of the ribs a
paniculru· bistro had to offer. The
only way I knew tl1at was tllat the
owner told the crew and dancers
he was out of ribs because their
boss, meaning me, ate them all
The fact that I fly so much is a
little amusing to me since I' m not
the world's best flier.
When I began flying, I really
did enjoy it, but then I had a few
experiences that made me a little
nervous. I was in Brazil flying in
a s mall plane, and t swear water

W

As told to Joan Raymond. Email:
joan.raymond@nytimes.com
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was leaking in through the window. I know that wasn't the case,
but I was nervous, so my brain
went into overdrive. There was
some slight turbulence, but to me
it felt like a roller coaster.
An attendant was taking drink
orders, and when s he was right
by me, it felt as if the hand of God
whacked the plane, though it was
probably only an air pocket. The
attendant lost her balance, and r
was covered in orallge juice alld a
little bit of tonic. It was a nice
mix. We leveled out, and everything was fine for the rest of the
flight, but I did feel like kissing
the ground when we lallded.
Then I was on another flight
for work, and the plane was rocking a little bit because of turbulence. Admittedly, I was a little
nervous, but a woman across the
ai le was grabbing on to the seat
in front of her and throwing her
bead back as if she saw a monster. The attendant came over to
calm her, and all! could think
was that if I didn't get control of
my nervousness about flying,
that was going to be me someday.
So I really try to tough it out. I
generally don' t talk to people on
flights because I feel as if I'm on
duty and need to prepare for

Q.

How often do you fly for busi11ess?

A. A lot. We travel to two or three cities a week, about six to

eight montlls out of the year. Tt's crazy.
Q. What's your least favorite airport?
A. J.F.K. It feel as if it's due fo r a renovation, not in terms of
looks but in the ease of navigating iL It's a little prehistoric.
Q. Of all the places you've been, what's the best?
A. Paris is just spectacuJru·, and I still remember my first time
there. I just love everything about the city.
Q. What's your secret airport vice?
A. Celebrity magazines. Generally, I'm not into those things,
but I can't stop reading them at the airport, which Is kind of embarra sing- but not as embarrassing as my need for fast food
at airports. I'm a Whopper guy, and I Call track down a Burger
King at every airport T go to. If I can't, il's all about the fastfood cheeseburger.

meetings or events. But on one
flight several years ago, 1 was
seated next to a woman who was
very calm, and I remember thinking that 1 wished 1could be like
her.
We started talking and she
asked me if 1 was afraid to fly. 1
don' t know what gave that away.
Maybe it was my ramrod posture
as I was staring straight allead,
thinking Ulat 1 could will the
plane w stay in the air. I told her

that yes, indeed, I was a little
fearful of flying. She told me she
was a healer.
l probably gave her a strange
look, since 1 don't know much
about people who call them elves
healers. She asked if she could
hold my hand for a minute. l said
fine. I'm open-minded.
I swear l felt this heat radiating off her, alld she told me that
everything was going to be O.K. J
guess I believed her because I

BENNtTT Rll'fK

Robert Battle, artistic director of the Alvin Ailey American
Dance Theater, taking in the sights in Washington.
immediately calmed down and
have been pretty good about flying ever since then.
But I must admit I also discov-

ered the calming effects of a nice
Bloody Mary. Give me a Bloody
Mary during a flight and I really
am good to go.
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TIMELESS

READ
"The great Maya
Angelouwas
onoe quoted as
saying. 'Easy
reading Is damn
WAADROBE ITAPLE
"Turtleoooka have been a part
my unlform ainoe grade 110hool
They make me feel very offiooat•
Zara Milled Knit Turtleneck

or

s-ter (179.99; zara.eom)
MUSICAl. MOTIVATION

•Patti LaBolle's energy and
spirituality oan be heard In her
muslo. That voooe just makes
vou want to mover MIA
Patth 0/vfWnM {trom
t7.88;amuon.oom)

Robert Battle
ARTIST IN MOTION
With under tated elegance and down-home sen sibilities, Robert Battle has helped hape .Alvin
Ailey American Dance Thenler' revamped direction since joining as artistic director in 20ll. 'I'he
JuiUiard chool alum welcomed the challenge
l.o modernize the company while maintaining its
esteemed legacy. And to the delight of its patrons,
he's done just that.. The choreographer and former dancer take the same stream.Uned approach
to Bfe. Battle i partial to small pleasures, which
include wearing clas ic, no-fuss knits; enjoying
a quaint meal; and sipping a preferred libation.
EBONY reveals the item and elements that
bring tranquility l.o his hectic chedule.
- Ericka N. Goodmnn

hard writing.'
And I Know Why
the C«ged Bird
Sing$ Isjust a beautifUl book.•
I Know W11y the Caged Bird
Sings by Maya Anplou (l'rom

14.80; am.uon.com)

QOOOQRUB
"There's hnrdly a batbeoued
nb that I wou.l dn't Indulge in, but

Blue Smoke rruly makes eorne
o( the best." Qo to bluMmoiw.

com for locatlona.
STYLEI D<-

'"Lona Home and Sidney Poitlor
both l'epniiSGOt sophisticatlon.
And they were traJiblazenl who
their sraoe dospite the
I"'IIlaJ tonsooo they 8XpQrialoed."

aeemtogo
with evorythlng.

Ouocl Leather
8oot8 ($970;
MRPORTER.

_A

COM)

HOUDAY TRADmON

"Theoompany's Oeoember lhowa al NewVorl<
City Centerjust signifY the__., for me.· Go to
alvlnalley.cH'Ifotthe perfonnance echedule.
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WllAM YOO'I WORKOUT?

Modern Dancer Cross-Trains to Another Tune

s

BYJDI MUVHY
When you dance for a living. dancing eight hours a week is work, not a
workout . Fana Tesfaglorgls, a member of the Alvin Alley American
Dance Theater, embraced an eclectic
mix of cross-training to increase her
strength, endurance and nextbllity.
"You have to do a lot more than
dance,n s ays the 2S·year-old, who
joined the modem -dance company
last May.
Ms. Tesfagtorgis who is a graduate
of the Alley/Fordham B.F.A. program
in dance, began looking for a workout
to supplement her dancing about two
years ago. "A lot of dancers crosstrain so I started asking what they
did: she says. •t wanted something
that would challenge me and leave
me feeling stronger and more in tune
with my muscles.•
Former Alvin Alley dancer Clifton
Brown introduced her to the Gyrotonic Expansion System, which in·
volves two methods of exercises: Gyrokinesis, done on a mat and chair;
and Gyrotonics, using special equipment that offers support and resistance. Developed by Juliu Horvath, a
professional dancer from Romania,
the method alms to elongate the muscles while building strength.
Renee Robinson, another former
Alvin Alley dancer, also introduced
Ms. Tesfaglorgis to floor Barre,
which Involves exercises slmUar to
those performed at the ballet barre,
but done lying down.
She says she also "needed something without a lot of unpact.• So

Fena Ttsfaglofgls, an Alvin Alley dancer,
.OOve, dots exerclHS on a Gyrotonic
machine, right. et Fluid F1tness. •
Gyrotonics gym In New Yor1c. Fill' right. In
1 training HSSion with
Robinson.
who Is a Gyroldnesls Instructor.

over the summer, she started pool
workouts with former Alvin Ailey
dancer Usa Johnson-Wllllngham. "'
think half the fun is trying new things
that can help your body." she says.

The

WOI'kout
Five days a week Ms. Tesfagiorgis
spends 90 minutes running through
ballet postures with her dance troupe.
While standing at a ballet barre, she
bends her knees as htr heels lift off
the ground to perform a
Mter
running through a dozen positions,
s he does the positions again in the
middle or the room without a barre.

"Not having the barre for balance
means more core work." she says.
Her 60- to 90-rmnute Gyrotonics
and Gyrokinesis sessions involve sequences of spiraling. circular movements, which now together in rhythmic repetitions, with corresponding
breathing. For example, she lies on a
bench and places her feet in straps,
with 25 pounds of resistance each,
dangling above her head. She then
runs through hamstring exercises
where her less make scissor motions,
circles and bicycling motions. She
does these workouts twice a week before dance practice.
A pool W()li(out doesn t have to mean

Come On In: Water Is
Fine for Exercising

jUSt SWI/lliTWig laps.

don't think to try u- normal
W()li(out on a pool" says Carol KennedyArmbruster. a seniOI' lectun!r on the department ot lonesoology at the

School of Public Health in
BloomlngtOI'\, lnd

Or. Kennedy-Atmbruster, who dod her
master's thesis on water eXl!rOse, likens
mov111g in water to rnDIIIng In molasses
"It's a
medoum. which causes you
to exert more energy." she says
Many people get introduced to water
W()li(outs because !My are InjUred and
use the pool as a way to rehab Without
causong Impact to the body, Dr. KennedyArmbruster says Simply wallang In a pool
can provide a dlaUengmg W()li(out Some
pool
may have lanes for water
walking, she says.

She does an hourlong Floor Barre
workout once a week. These are l!ltercises "much like we do at the barre,
but we do them very slowly and try to
use the muscles in the most effident
way
she says. "'t allows me
to notice muscular imbalances."
Five times a week she does onehour pool workouts at New York
Health & Racquet Club. She wanns up
with laps on a k:ickboard. She then
puts noaties around her ankles and
runs through a series of ballet exercises in the water.
"The noatles make your legs want
to lift out of the water so you have to
She suggests waDong forward. backward and Sideways to use dofferent
muscles. "Stlll't on water that IS waost
deep and when ]IOI(re ready for roore reSIStance move to chest-deEP water." she
says. "When wal1ang feels easy, try Joggong.•
I<Jddloards, swvn fins, webbed gloves,
and padctes can be used to challenge
different mosdes on the pool says Dr
Kennedy·Armbruster She also suggests
trying lower body exeroses such as
walking lunges and squats In the pool
"l'l!ople thonk pool wortcouts are for
ladoes In flowered swvn caps,· Dr Ken·
nedy-Armbruster says, "but If you notice
they bounce In place. Once you add
some movement on the water across dof·
ferent planes your muscles are !)04ng to
be challenged"
-Jen Murpll)l

use aU of your energy to keep tbem
submerged." she says.

The Diet
Breakfast is either strawberry or
blueberry yogurt or eggs with turkey
bacon or chick.en sausage. She has a
light soup o r salad topped with
chicken, turkey or fiSh for lunch. She
cooks fiSh or chick.en for dinner with
steamed kale and other vegetables.
Ms. Tesfagiorgls loves juices and
will often order green lemonade, a
mix of celery, kale, cucumber, and
ginger, from the juice bar near Alvin
Alley. She snacks throughout the day
on protein bars, nuts, fruit, and yogun. Her spllll'8e: peanut butter.

The Gear and Cost
For dance class, Ms. Tesfagiorgls
likes to wear Ywniko leotards, which
retail for around $60 a piece. Alvin
Alley supplies her Sansha and Capezio dance shoes. She wears a
Speedo bathing swt, cap and goggles
in the pool
She receives a discount for her
gym membership through Alvin Alley
and estimates she spends $350 a
month for her gym membership, pool
training and Gyrotonic sessions.

The Playllst
A live pianist accompanies Alvin
Ailey's dance sessions. Ms. Tesfagior·
gis says Gyrotonics and Gyrokinesis
are done without music, •bpt the
breathing becomes the music, especially in group classes.M
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Unda Celeste Sims, left,
Alida GratMaek and
Glenn Allen Sims in

Moscow
New artistic director takes
over with message rooted
in civil rights movement
MOSCOW - Robert Battle smiled at
the incongruity, sitting in tbe blgh·
noon darkne$111 of a.
eafe in Moscow and slippillJ on the
..-eighty mantle once worn by Alvin

Ailey and then by Judith
as artistic director of n
bra.ted American modern dance
company.
Battle, a 38-year-old choreographer and ronner daru:er, Willi made
anistiedirector desiplatemore than
a year ago and took
over his new role
Priday, while the
Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater
was on tour ln
Moscow.
The venue - the
trol•{•e's ltontl.' is in
aobert htlle
Neyr York, about
and another
away - was as curious
as It was resonant. Alvin Alley, a
black man born Into the deeply 1'1\cbl
US. soeicty of 1931. created his
company because, as he once said,
'Tln tryin' to 5!-Y something about
the beauty of black people, obout tbe
elegance .. . ond about thetr Intelligence."
Ailey dled ln !989, but his
hili roes· ,compaoy
sqe, eloquent and relevant u
\
ever, to tull houses tn six per- \
tonnances at the storied Stant
slav&ky
and
Nemirovicb· \
Dan<men:ko
Theater.
This visit to Rw5ia, with per·
formanees In St. Petersburg la.st

Monda;r,
and Wednt!day,
was sponsored by the U.S. StAte
Department and ot:heni as pan of
President Oboma'a effort to
Russia and warm up a relationship
that bllli been cooling. It began a.
year-long "American Seasons" that
wiD lnc:lnde an Annie Lelbo\11Z photography exhibit and, in Apn1, per·
rormances by the Cbica.go Symphony
Detractors say that reset policy
bas meant giving Russia a pass on
the arbitrary ways it often
ilJI
citizens. ll so, t.be Alley performance3 are a reminder that cultural
state:ment5 can be a.s powuful as the
political, even if more subtle.

wllevelations.• Tbe
M oseow perfonaanc:e
wu sponsored in partby
the State DepartmenL

/

In
the
gospel
of Ailey
AILEY PllOM
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Ailey started the company In 1958,
the year high schools in Uttle Rock,
Ark., were closed to prevent Integration
and 10,000 students marched on Wash·
ington In support of integrated schools.
Although Russia's laws are not dis·
criminatory in the manner of American
Jim Crow legislation, they are arbitrarily applied, and many people here hold a
deep-rooted prejudice against their
fellow citizens from the Caucasian
mountain regions of the country such
as Cbcchnya and Dagestan. The ethnic
groups there tend to have dark hair and
be olive-skinned. Russians call them
black; they are frequently demeaned
and their rights violated.
Toward the end of June, a soccer fan
in a mld·slze dty threw a banana onto
the field to taunt Roberto Carlos, a
Brazilian who plays for the Dagestan
team. A similar Incident occurred earlier this year In St. Petersburg.
The racism seems particularly viru·
lent in the sporting world. In December, Moscow soccer fans got Into a
street brawl with young men from the
Caucasus. In the melee, an ethnic
Russian was killed, and Prime Min.l ster
Vladimir Putin la.id a wreath at the
spot, a gesture interpreted as taking
sides before the facts were known. Days
of ethnic tension ensued.

Racial proftllng Is so routine that
on a short subway trip to the theater
last week, pollee could be observed
several times stopping Caucasian-featured young men and women, de·
mandint to see their Identification
papers.
The Ailey performances offered
Russians a different stage to engage
with people of color. This is the home
of classical ballet, and the audiences
were both knowledgeable and appre·
ciative. In the conversation with
mostly Russian journalists - only one
American reporter was p resent Battle was pelted with admiring and
well-Informed questions.
"'ne thing Judith Jamison always
does is to remind us that Mr. Alley
started the company during the civil
rights movement; he said, answering
a question about his sense or Alley's
original vision. "This was more than a
dance company. It was a movement,
and we feel connected to tt.•
The tradition, and the movement,
he said, have been passed physically,
from person to person, from place to
place, In a company that now include&
two Marylanders, Alicia Graf Mack
from Columblt and Jacqueline Green
from Baltimore.
"Here I am in a basement in Russia.,
talking to journalist& and picking up
the baton,n Battle said with an easy

smile. "1'm both grateful and lnsplred.w
That evening's performance- similar to a February program In Washing·
ton - began with "Anointed,• a ballet
by Christopher Huggins describing
Ailey turnlnt the company over to
Jamison, and now Jamison conveyi111
it to Battle.
It concluded with "Revelations,"
said to be the most-performed work of
modem dance ever.
During an intei'llli.siion before she
danced in "Revelations: Maek, who
just rejoined the company, said the
Russian audiences had been present
and responsive.
"I tap Into my deepe5taplritual self
on the stage; she said. "For me to be
part of a company that celebrates
humanity In such a beautiful way
helps me be my best selr.•
On the stage, Mack said, she fully
and deeply lived her llfe.
Soon, she and the others were
soaring body and soul to the gospel
music that bas captivat.e d so many
audiences - "Wade in the Water:
"Sinner Man• and "Roeka My Soul in
the Bosom of Abraham."
The performance was powerfUl, the
daneers beautiful, elegant and intelli·
gent, and the Russian 11ldlence felt it,
clapping and clapping and clapping
aga.in.
lal/)tl(owashpost.com
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Moved by the Spirit: Celebrating 'Revelations' at 50
Members of Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater perform "Revelations" nearly as often as ordinary people
brush theit teeth. This magnificent work, created by Alvin
Ailey in 1960, is a dance on land and in water, a journey
through African-American spiritual music and, for dancers,
an act of reverence for the generations that came before.
"lt doesn't matter how tired I am," said Briana Reed, a

company member since 1998. "As soon as the music starts, I
feel myself transported to another place."
Ibid in three sections -"Pilgrim of Sorrow," "Take Me
to the Water" and "Move, Members, Move" -Ailey's burning exploration of grief and joy celebrates its 50th anniversary on Wednesday at City Center. As part of the season
long commemoration, the troupe's artistic director, Judith

Jamison, will conduct performances on Friday and Saturday nights. "It's like a port de hras for me," she said. "It's
just so easy to breathe with that music."
Recently Ms. Jamison and a few others fleshed out cruCial moments of the dance. " It means the world to me to
have done that ballet," she said. "It's a classic work, and it
will rema111 in my body."
GIA KOURI .AS

PHOTOC.RAPIIS BY ANDREA MOHIN/1 HE NEW YORK TIM

'Sinner Man' From 'Move, Members, Move'

'I Been 'Buked' From 'Pilgrim of Sorrow'

When Clifton Brown first performed the second variation of
"Sinner Man," which showcases three male virtuosos, he loved it
as any young dancer would- for its dazzling leaps and pirouettes.
(In the photo at right, he is captured in a bison jump that makes it
seem as if his body had popped straight into the air.) "There's also
the actual aspect of what's going on: running for your own salvation," Mr. Brown said. "It's Judgment Day, and it needs to have all
of that energy and desperation because you don't want to be
damned. You're a small part of a huge world or universe because
it's something much greater than you- you need to be seen as a
frantic being in a huge world." The dancers are, as Ms. Jamison put
it, "up against the wall where there is no place to hide."
"What an extraordinary work for men!" she continued.
"There is a comradeship among them - you see them signaling to
each other, pumping up each other backstage. It's wonderful to
watch them before they dash out of the wings at full speed and hit
that wall, and there's no place to hide. I love watching it."

Ms. Jamison calls "'Buked:' above, the ultimate prayer. "I always
tell the dancers, 'If you're not sweating after you do that, then you
haven't done it correctly:" she said. "That is a hard dance to do, to give
it the sense of strain and weight, even if it's just by listening to the
words: 'I've been 'buked, and I've been scorned.' That is the weight of
the world on shoulders being pulled down into the earth." Such yearning
comes to life through the movement- arms outstretched, heads tilted
back, the dancers lift their sternums toward the heavens. Masazumi
Chaya, the company's associate artistic director, said: "Actually, the
movement drops, but I don't want it to really d rop. I want the dancers to
catch it! And open their hearts to receive it. I tell them to receive that
light, and that energy comes through." The dancer Amos J. Machanic
Jr., center rear, added: "Life has just beaten you down, but at the same
time the words also talk about not giving up even in the midst of sorrow,
even in the midst of a storm. When that music comes on, a sense of calm
comes over me, and it reminds me of how badly I wanted to be in the
company."

'Processional/Honor, Honor' From 'Take Me to the Water'
In this sacred, joyful section - captured here moments before "Wade in the
Water," in which rippling
s heets of silk are held across
the stage - a woman prepares for her baptism. Linda
Celeste Sims, at left, second
from right, said: "It's about
cleansing and changing and
becoming someone better.
The beauty of 'Revelations' is
that we are all dealing with
something, and it doesn't
matter what religion or race
or nationality we are. We can
s tart to move ahead - not
worrying so much about the
past, but continuing forward.
lt's like you're being baptized." For Ms. Jamison, it depicts a serious ritual of the
church: "The baptism is one
of the holiest events in the
church, particularly in the
black church, and so being
completely submerged in that
water and brought up and
having a new life is what that
is about. In that we see hope."

!

'Rocka My Soul in the Bosom of Abraham' From 'Move, Members, Move'
Leading up to the finale, "Rocka My Soul,"
women wear long yellow dresses and matching hats and carry fans. In other words, it's
time for church, and it's going to be a hot day. ·
Briana Reed, above, center, who started out in
Ailey II, learned "Revelations" from Sylvia
Waters, its artistic director, who gave detailed
instructions on how to hold the fan. "The pinky
finger loops t hrough the hole and then you flip
the fan around so that your thumb faces front,"
Ms. Reed said. "Also, you notice we have our
hands on our backs a lot or kind of wrapped
around the hip - she was very specific about

where that hand and elbow should be: not by
your hip, like you're being sassy, but up near
your ribs, so that it gives the upper body a
more dignified carriage." The section always
brings down the house. "You know how the beginning of 'Revelations' is called 'Pilgrim of
Sorrow'?" Ms. Reed asked. "For me it's never
that - it's heavy, but l don't feel a sense of sorrow. By the end it's joyous relief. People have
found a moment, a glimpse of light within all of
the hardships. It's a happy time, and there's
the sense of just being elated at knowing that
there is something bigger than you."

